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Would uorr devote a few
hourdof vorrr time to
protect yoirr child from
sexual assault?
Thousandsof parentshavealreadyprotectgdtheirchildren,at home,throughthis
excitingBible-oriented
familystudycourse.

Won't you do that much for your child?
ccordingto the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services,one of every six children
in this country will be sexually
molestedbefore they celebratetheir
sixteenthbirthday.
If you're like most parents,the
mere thought of your child being
harmed,in any way, makesyour skin
crawl.
Like most of us, you have done
your very best to provide your
children with the skills and
knowledge that will protect them
from the risks they facein the world
every day.
We all teach our children things
like,"Don't go with stranqers..."
but did you know that most sexual
assaultson children(ashigh as 80% in
some studies) are committed by
someoneknown to either the child or
their family.
What was that you said about
"Stan?ers? "
Or, did you know that your child is
far more likely to be involved in child
pornography by a teacher, coach or
youth group leader than the dirty-oldmanwe so oftenpicturefor our children.
In fact, it is sadly true that by doing
our very best to raise respectful,obedient andloving childrenwe may, at the
sametime, be raising children who are
unpreparedor ill-equippedto deal with
the persuasive and manipulative
molester.
It is for these very reasons that
membersof the Christian Societyfor the
Preventionof Cruelty to Children have
developeda Bible-orientedfamily study

$1.50 for postageand handling(additional workbooksare availableonly
when purchasedwith the teachingkit
and sellfor $5.95,postageincluded.)
Absolutely Guaranteed!

"I ordered the Little Ones
Bookstor each oJour
grandchildren.

We're so surethatyou will be happy with this Little Ones home
teachingBible study that if you are
not IOO%satisfiedwith thesebooks
you may return the unusedteaching
kit for a full refund, we'll even pay
for the return, book rate, postage.
All you needis a few hoursofyour
time, your Bible, and the Little Ones
teachingkit to help your children to
"walk uprightly in this crooked and
perverse generation." (Philippians
2 :l 5 ) .
Please, act today to protect your
children.

"l recommend them to euery
parent and grandparent..."
Dr. Tim LaHave
author of "Battle-for the Familv"

program which is calledProtectingyour
children from Sexual Assault.
The coursekit is intendedto be taught
as a home Bible study and consistsof a
comprehensiveparent'steachingguide
and child's activity workbook. (A
separateworkbook shouldbe purchased for each child in the family.)
Publishedby Little OnesBooks,P.O.
Box725, Young America, Minnesota
55399,theteachingkit costs$10.00plus

Yes, pleasesend me
teaching kits at
$ 1 0 . 0 0e a c hp l u s $ 1 . 5 0 p o s t a g ea n d h a n d l i n g
and-additional
workbooks at $5.95
each.
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
..LITTLE
ONES BOOKS''

NAMIi

ADDRI]SS

CITY

STATF

MAIL TO:
LITTLE ONESBOOKS
P.O.Box 725
YoungAmerica,MN 55399
F.'-11€4

The eugtrel McGuffds
ReadenD were different.
They were Christian
Nou they're aaailable again
cfter 725 yeqrs. You ccrnget the

fun set here and SAVE $60
Freewitheachsel: Mclurtey
Piety.
Moratity
andHisReaders
and
published
hislegendary
Rev.WilliamMcGuffey
Readers
in the1830s. FREE B00K
in lgthCentury
Education
Anerlca
byJohnH.Westsrhotf
lll
Latereditions,
from1857
on,wererevised
withouthisapproval,
andexpurgated
mostreferences
to religion.
Theywerestillexcellent
texts,but
no longerChristian
texts.
or 9 finishes
it, he'sreading
better,andunderstanding
more,thanmost

highschoolers.

publisher,
Nowa Christian
MottMedia,hasreprinted
theoriginals.
We
collegian
today,yet
godparentsEclecticFourthReader.Quitebeyondtheaverage
for parents,
areoffering
them,withprideandadmiration,
within
the
reach
well
of
trained
l0-to-12-year-olds.
Dozens
of
authors
gandparents
and
whocareenough
to teach
at home,
or at leasttohelp,
theyshouldmeet:Johnson,
Webster,
Milton,Jefferson,
Schiller,Bacon,
thechildren
theylove.
Bryant,Shakespeare,
etc.
Southey,

The OdginalMcGuffeys:7 superbtexts

EclecticProgressive
it startswith
SpellingBook. "Progressive"
because

vocabulary
worthyof a gaduatestuor pre- basicsandbuildsto an advanced
PictorirlEclectic
Primerfor YoungChildren.
Forkindergarten
and usagein good
kindergarten:
the alphabet,
simplesentences
and stories,charming dent. Not only definitionsbut pronunciations
sentences.
originalengavings.

EclecticPrimer. More advanced.
For first-graders
and bright Mark Sullivan,in his6-volumehistory,Ozr Times,ranksMcGuffeyup
withWashingon
andLincolnin influence.
And a wonderful
influence
it
kindergarteners.
or bright
Eclectic
Fint Rerderfor YoungChildren.
Forsecond-graders
getashardas"would"and
first-graders.
Lotsofspelling,
andthewords
and"deranged."
"stalked"

was.Do your childrendeserve
less?

Eclectic
Rerder.85 lessons,
eacha wellwrittenstorywitha
Second
is folmoral,somefromScripture
or American
history.Eachlesson
lowedby l) questions
receive
drawnfiomit (e.g.,HowdidWashingon
Whatis emulation?)
and
Lafayette?
Whatis theFifthCommandment?
Whenyour
words("believed,"
by 2) spelling
"myrrh,""forsook").
children
master
thisbook,they'llbeyearsahead
of theirpeers.
likeAddison,
Eclectic
ThirdReader.
Authors
Irving,Byron...Bible
the
intohistory
likethemarvelous
selections...excursions
"Alexander
Afteryourchildof 8
canreadthisbookwithpleasure.
Great"- adults
t
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- to College"
"Let'sbringbackMcGuffey's
Reader
is howCarlBode,
University
of Maryland,
titledhisarticlein TheChronicle
of Higher
"l guarantee
will
Education.
Wrote
Bode:
thatregular
doses
of McGuffey
roses
brighten
theireyes
andbring
totheircheeks
. teach
themtoconpage givethemsomeof the memorable
centrate
on the printed
poetry
inheritance.
andprose
ofourAngloAmerican
. . make
thembetmenandwomen."
termenandwomen,
notto mention
better-spoken

Howto get this $69.95
slipcasedset for ONLY
$9.95!
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Revivcrl-Where Does It Begrin?
Leoncnd Rovenhlil
lVlorro people expressqn tnterestin
revivcl.Thereore not somcrry deoply concemed cdcoulit.Yet,spiritualrevivcrlis not
on qltemqlive lor the ncrtiorsright now It
is imperotive.
The PedestcrlProblem-Phlhp R Stover
lTl

I he pedestol is o preccrious position
lor onyone*pcrrticulorly o pcstor. Stover
looks crtconditions thcrt ccrusesliding, slippin€r,trippW, or crcshing of the perch,
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Stqtement of Purpose
This mogoane is committed to the histoic fiDdqmen.
tols ol the Christi@ lqith bilclicol seporqtion morql qbso.
lutes,the pnoity 01the locql chucb qnd world evqngeLi.
zotion Although no mogoane or rndividuol con speok
lor the overoll Fundomentolist movement, it is our desire
to clecite o lorum to encourqgre Chdstion leqders qnd
stqtesmen lo delend brlclicql Chnsiionity We will ex
omine mctters of contemporory interest to o1l ChrotioN,
providing on open discusslon ol divergent opinioro on
relevont issues.The Fmdmentalist
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Should the Whole Bible Be
Irrterpreted Literolly?
Ronold C Scruer

Know someone
who
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Unlocking the literory style ol Scripture
opers the precious text to gneaterunderstcrnding crnd appreciation,

o&A
An Inlerview with John MocArthur. Jr,
T

John MocArthur, Jr.,postor{eqcher ol
Grqce Community Church in Sun Valley.
Cqlilomlcl is considered controversial by
some, In thls inteMew he reveols his Fundcnnerrtcrllslroob crrd qddrcsseszuch issues
as the role ol the postor, the plurolity ol
elders.andthe importcnce ol evcrrgelism.
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The Evangelical Press Association, a non-profitcorporationcomposed of some 275 Christian
periodicals,is vitally interestedin
the future of religiousjournalism.
The Associationannually providesat leasttwo $500scholarships
to deservingcollegestudentscommitted to a career in Christian
communications.
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have completedtheir secondyear
of college.
Further details and application
forms are available.(Forms must
be completed and returned by
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SchaefferV Productions, (the people who brought
you Whatever Happened to the Human Race?
How Should We Then Llve? The Second
Amerlcan
Revolutlon,
and other outstanding
Christian films). announce a FREE service to the
Christian community. Would you lik€ to r€ceive
three times a year, FREE, the SchaefferV Produc'
tions Newsletter?This Newsletter contains updates
on cuffent events, pro-life issues, the media, and
analyses of the direction of Westem soci€ty. You can
rec€ive this FREE at your home by simply clipping
the coupon below and sending it in.

P.O. Box 909
Los Gatos, CA 95031
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What I look for in a
Political Gandiilate
equatedthem with the peopleftom the Civil \7ar era who claimed
to personallyopposeslaverybut continued to condone its practice. As we, the church, seekto provide alternativesto unplanned
pregnanciesand promote the sanctity of marriage,we must look
for candidateswho will translateour belief that life is sacred
into policy.
The principle of the traditional monogamous family
(Gen.2:21.24; Eph. 5:22.33). Somestatisticsshow that half
of all marriagesnow end in divorce and over 60 percent of all
he conservative-religious"sleeping giant" rose from a
children live in single-parenthomes.The responsibilityof parents
deep slumber in 1980 and is now standing tall and
to raisetheir children has been surrenderedto the school and
ready for action in 1984.Representinga coalition of
deferred to television. The value of the traditional family has
millions of Conservatives,this giant is convinced that while
been cheapenedby the philosophy of self-gratification.Some
foreign and domesticpoliciesare of primary concern, politicians have tried to redefinethe family as any two or more people living together.This could mean two unmarried heterosexuals,
must be forced to addressthe great moral issuesfacing our naor
tion. As in 1980,this year'selectionbrings many of theseissues two "married" homosexuals.or anv bizarre combination.
to the forefront. The platforms of the two major political parbizarrecombination.
ties clearly are at oppositeends of the poleson thesematters,
Beforethe church, beforegovernment,God's first institution
reflecting a division of ideologiesthat has rarely, if ever, been
was the family-one man for one woman for one lifetime. The
'!ile
so distinct.
strength of a societylies in the strength of her families.
must
'We
must not label one party as all Liberals or as all Conserlook for candidateswho are committed to the primacy of the
vatives. For within the ranks of each political party there are
family,who discouragegovernmentalintrusion into the family,
candidateswho representeachpoint of view.The Conservatives, and who encouragethe traditional values of the family.
both Democratsand Republicans,who voted for Ronald Reagan
The principle of common decency (Gen.3:7,21; Matt.
in 1980,will probablydo so again-not becauseof the party he
5:27.28; Eph. 5:3,5). Pornographyhas slithered into our
homes,promoting immoraliry and every form of sexualdecadence.
represents,but becauseof his conservativeposition on crucial
issues.For the samereasons,Conservativesin Virginia will supChildren and women are religatedto mere objects of pleasure.
port DemocraticCongressmanDan Daniel. Party labelslose
Peepshowswereonce availableonly on the seedyside of town.
their value in the battle for moral principles.
Now magazinesand teievisionbring hard-corepornographyinto
In selectinga candidateto support, I look for those who
the family living room. Infants as young as three months old
uphold the principles of the Judeo-Christiantradition upon
have been abusedfor filthy lucre.
which the FoundingFathersbuilt our nation. Theseprinciples
Pornographyviciously attacksvirtue asbeing out ofdate and
are defined in both the Old and New Gstaments.
no longer applicable.The resultsof the desensitizingof moral
The principle of the dignity of human life (Exod.
decencyare reflectedin figuresthat show 100,000children are
2O:13;Matt.5:21.22). The sanctity of life wasonce the cornersexuallyabusedeach year.
stone of our society.Todaythe blood of over 15 million innocent
Someregulationhas alreadybeen proposed.We need to look
unborn babiesis on our hands.Every year 1.5million livesare
for candidateswho are willing to stand on the front line of the
destroyedthrough abortion. Common medicalpracticesnow inbattle against this $8-billion industry that is attacking our
clude infanticide for imperfect or unwanted newborns, genetic
children and our families.
experimentation,and surrogatemothering.The Giver of all life
The principle
of the work ethic (Gen. 3:19; Exod.
createdman in His own image.God will surelyjudge a nation
2O'9-lO;2 Thess. 3:10). Recognizing that there are people who
for such disregardfor His creation.
are truly needy, we must reach out a hand to give assistance.
In i982, for the first time sincethe 1973SupremeCourt deciHowever, today's welfare state has created an unnatural depension to allow abortion-on-demand, we saw a decline in the
dence on government as a caretaker. As Christians, we are comnumber of abortions. I believepro-liG candidateshave,and will,
manded to feed the hungry, but we are also encouraged to pro'We
contribute to the elimination of this atrocity.
mote the laborer.
are coming to a place where one generation
Archbishops John O'Connor of New York and Bernard Law
has followed another onto the welfare roles. The cycle must be
of Boston recently issueda statementto those politicians,either
stopped. We must look for candidates who are sensitive to the
Catholic or of other faiths,who claim to personallyopposeaborneedy and who offer support for a strong economy-providing
tion, but still vote to allow it and to fund it. The archbishops
continued on page 40
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by Edward Dobson

Finding the Richness
of Being "Poor in Spirit"
everalweeksago we bought a 10-month-old Doberman
named Rosey.\fhen we brought her home and put her
in our fenced-in yard she beganto run incessantly.Now
and then she would stick her long pointed nose in a water
bucket, grab a lick, and take off again. After two hours of
perpetualmotion, she flopped to the ground-exhausted.No
amount of coaxing could persuadeher to move one inch.
Many Christians are like Rosey. They live in perpetual
spiritual motion-going, coming, working, giving, attendingbusily involved in the Lord's work. Once in a while they
impatiently catch somebrief spiritual refreshment,anxious to
move on. Finally, they collapsewith spiritual exhaustionand
emotional burnout. All the preachingand counselingin the
world cannot make them move.They aretired, discouraged,and
depressed.
this issuein the opening statementof the
Jesusaddresses
Sermon on the Mount. "Blessedare the poor in spirit: for theirs
is the kingdom of heaven"(Matt. 5:3).Notice that Jesusis talking
about spiritual poverty and not material poverty. A number of
"intellectual" Christians advocatea return to material poverty,
believingthat in so doing they will be pleasingGod. As sincere
and honorable as that might seem,that is not what Jesusis
referring to here.
In the Greek language,two distinctively different words are
translated "poor" in English. A proper understanding of these
words revealsthe powerful principle of Christ's statement.

For many, spirituality has becomemore a matter of what I
do than what I am (Eph. 4:13).As Fundamentalistswe often judge
our own spirituality, and that of others, by the number of
commitments on our calendars.Like Rosey,we find ourselves
in perpetualmotion in our attempt to achievespirirual maturity.

Depend on God
In this Beatitude,Jesususedthe word ptochos(ptoe-kos'),from
the verb "to bow down" or "do reverence!'A pnchosis a beggar,
someonewho has no job or security.His only hope of physical
survival is that someonewill give him enough bread to eat. He
is destitute and dependent upon the charity of others. Jesusis
in spiritl' Blessedare those who
saying,"Blessedarethe ptochos
are beggars.Those who know that they are nothing and that
their spiritual survival is dependent upon an outside source.
This is the antithesisof a penesChristian. It is someonewho
recognizes
that he is absolutelydependentupon God-not his
own abilitiesand activities.Most of us do not like to think of
ourselvesas beggars.Ve think that somehowwith our intellect,
our ability, and our ingenuity, we can really accomplish
somethingfor God. As pastors,there is a greatdangerin utilizing
human ability to build a ministry. !7e are often guilty of relying
on clever methods rather than on prayerful dependenceupon
God. Jesussaid that we should be asbeggars.Until the principle
that we are nothing and JesusChrist is everything becomes
dynamic and vital in our lives, we will be destined for spiritual
burnout.
Work Hard?
This principle is repeatedoften in Scripture.In Proverbs16:19,
The Greek word pena (pe-nace')comesfrom a verb meaning
we read, "Better it is to be of an humble spirit with the lowly,
"to work hardl' A penesperson is one who has few materialposses- than to divide the spoil with the proudl' The prophet Isaiah
sions, but he has a job and must work hard to provide for the
states,"For thus saith the high and lofty One that inhabiteth
needsof his family. He is the kind of personwho hasbarelyenough
eternity, whosename is Holy: I dwell in the high and holy place,
money to pay his bills at the end of the month. He lives from
with him also that is of a contrite and humble spirit, to revive
month to month and paycheck to paycheck. Most of us live in
the spirit of the humble, and to revive the heart of the contrite
'We
labor, toil, and sweat, and somehow we survive.
that cycle.
ones"0sa. 57:15).
'We
are "proor'l-penes.
He further emphasizes
this point in lsaiah 66:2,"For all those
It might seem logical to think that Jesusmeant, "Blessedare
things hath mine hand made, and all those things have been,
the penesin spirit. Blessedare those who work hanC,give a lot
saith the [-ord: but to this man will I look, even to him that
'When
of money, go to church, passout volumes of tracts, and witness
is poor and of a contrite spirit, and trembleth at my wordi'
to multitudes of peoplel'However,Jesusdid not usethe word penes we come to God in brokennessand admit our total dependence
'We
here. He was not implying that the blessingof God is for those
upon Him, He is then free to do a great work in our lives.
who work hard. He was not advocating the philosophy that
discover the blessing of God in the messageof the old black
"God helps those who help themselves]'predominantin the
spiritual:It's "not my brother, not my sister,but it's me, Oh [ord,
thinking of many Christians today.
standin' in the need of prayer."
D
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se"#F$for
Separafi.g.n
Ed.itor'sN ote: Fundamentalist J ournal
haspublisheda nwnber of articleson secutdary separation.In promotingour openforum
of disanssion,
we presentanother view on
the subject.

Ahab consulted the false prophets,
and they encouraged him to go with
Jehoshaphatagairst Ramothgilead.Jehoahaphat was too wise for that, so he asked
Ahab, "Is there not here a prophet of the
[-ord besides,that we might inquire of
him?'(2 Chron. 18:6).Therewasa prophet
of the [-ord, but he was in prison. Ahab
answered,"There is yet one man, by whom
we may inquireof the [oni: butlhatehim;
for he never prophesiedgood unto me, but
alwaysevil" (18:7).That wasMlcaiah, the
bold and true prophet of God.

t'Pil{dfl"*tff#r1$

afflicdon,undl I return in peace"(2 Chron.
18:26).
Who was this fellow? What was his
crime?His name wasMicaiah, the son of
Imla, and he wasasbold asElijah or John
the Baptist. He wasbrought in to counsel
Ahab and Jehoshaphatabout the planned
campaign of Israel and Judah against
Ramoth-gilead.Jehoshaphatwas a good
king in Judah, and "he had riches and
honour in abundance"(2 Chron. 18:1).
His mistake? He "joined affinity with
Ahab" (18:1).
Ahab, king of Israel,wasthe worst of
them all. 'Ahab the son of Omri did evil
in the sight of the lord above all that
werebeforehim" (1 Kings 16:30).He enlargedhis sin by marrying wickedJezebel,
a worshiper of Baal. Four hundred fifty
prophetsofBaal and 400 prophetsofthe
groveate at Jezebel's
table(1 Kings 18:19).
Ahab was the enemy of Elijah. He was
the thief that covetedand stole the vineyard ofNaboth after that cruel and crafty
Jezebel had schemed to have Naboth
stoned (1 Kings 21).
The question naturally arises,What
on earth wasgood King Jehoshaphatdoing in the companyof wickedAhab? How
could he ever say,"I am as thou art, and
my people as thy people; and we will be
with thee in the war" (2 Chron. 18:3)?
Here were the man of God and the godlessenemy of Jehovah teaming together.
12
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cu$eof truth

hw beenlost in neorl\
er)erygreot

denomination
becawe

"As the lond liveth. . . " (1 Kings 22:14).
It sounds like Elijah as he had stood
beforeAhab someyearsprevious-1Asthe
t-ord God of Israel liveth, before whom
I stand, there shall not be dew nor rain
these years, but according to my word"
(1 Kings 17:1).
Courageous Micaiah stood alone
against that same enemy, Ahab, and
against all that were with himlAs the
lord liveth, what the l.orrdsaith unto me,
that will I speak"(1 Kings 22:14).Micaiah
boldly prophesied against the matter at
hand, openly condemnedthe falseprophets,and predictedfailurefor the rwo kings
in their venture.For such actionsMicaiah
wassmitten and put in prison with strict
rations-crhile lehoshaphatstoodb1. The
campaignmust go on. One srubborn lone
voice would not changethings.
God was against the campaign and
againstthe falseprophets and againstthe
compromiseof Jehoshaphat.Jehoshaphat
was responsible for further cruel reatment of a true prophet.
The two kings lost the war. Ahab was
slain. Jehoshaphat was mercifully
delivered(2 Chron. 18:31),and he retumed
to his house in Jerusalem.
'And
Jehu the son of Hanani the seer
went out to meet him, and said to king
Jehoshaphat,Shouldestthou help the ungodly, and love them that hate the [ord?
Thereforeis wrath upon thee from before
the Lord" (2 Chron. 19:2).The divine verdict againstJehoshaphatwas clear.
There was Ahab-a wicked ungodly
king.
There was Jehoshaphat-a good and
godly king, but a compromiser,clearlylabeled as such.
There were the true prophets, Micaiah
and Jehu,who separatedthemselvesfrom

of o lackof seporation,
At the urgent requestofJehoshaphat,
Ahab sent for Micaiah, and the messengers who fetched him urged Micaiah,
"The wordsofthe prophetsdeclaregood
unto the king with one mouth: let thy
word, I pray thee, be like thc word of one
of them" (1 Kings 22:13).
Ahab wantedto go up againstRamothgilead. Jehoshaphatwas minded to join
Ahab in the campaign.The falseprophets
in abundancehad given their blessing.
There was firll agreementthus far. What
would Micaiah say?If he wereto disagree,
he would stand all alone.
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Ahab, but also from Jehoshaphat.They
would not go along, but rather they condemned the entire matter.
Secondary
separationhas been given a
bad name. Few practice it. Many condemn it. It has been made to appear
ridiculous and extreme and impractical.
So, what's new?Micaiah and Jehu were
againstAhab and also aginst Jehoshaphat.
Extreme illusration may be found or
fabricated to picture the folly of that
which is called secondaryseparation,but
straw dummies do not prove anything.
'We
are not speakingof standing aloof or
of refusingto keep company with a compromising brother-we speak of official
fellowshipthat confusespeopleand weakens the testimony by cooperation with
those who cooperate with the enemies.
Harry Ironside wrote of this matter
yearsago when he wrote about sanctification and separationin Holiness,the False
and the Tiue:
But this brings in responsibility.
I am not to go on with the evilprotesting perhaps,but fellowshipping with it still-though it be in
a reserved halfhearted way. I am
called to separate from it. In so
doing, I ma, seemto be separating
from dear childrenof God and beloued serqrants
of Christ. But this is
necessaryif they do not judge the
apostatecondition.
The apostle Paul suffered as a separated soldier. and the wounds that hurt
the most were those inflicted by compromising brethren. Many forsook him becauseof his stand. He stood not only
againstapostasybut also againstbelievers
who corrupted the gospel.The entire letter to the Galatians bears this out. Paul
pronounceda curseupon those who mixed
law and grace.
Paulwrote to the Thessalonianscommanding them, "lf any man obey not our
word by this epistle,note that man, and
haveno company with him, that he may
be ashamed. Yet count him not as an
enemy,but admonish him as a brother"
(2 Thess.3:14-15).
The falsehoodthat Paul
David Nettleton is
pastor of ParsippanyBaptist Church, Parsipparry,
New Jersey,and former
presidentof Faith Baptist
Bible CoIIege,Ankerry,
Iowa.
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fought was a distorted belief regardingthe
return of Christ-a distortion of belief
that resulted in idleness.
Paul had earlier commanded, "Vith.
draw yourselvesfrom every brother that
walketh disorderly, and not after the tradidon which he receivedof us" (2 Thess.
3:6).This referenceis to a disorderlywalk
resuldngfrom distorted doctrine. However
one may interpret this and other similar
Scripture,it should be clearthat there are
occasionswhen a brother should sepacrte
from a brother-and that is called secondary separation.
Actually it is just plain and pure and
total separation.\fhen we arelinked with
those who are linked with those who are
wrong, we are in a chain where obedient
Christians do not belone.

Srporoted Christions
oughtto fellow,ship
with seporated
Christians.
Let men argueas they will, the cause
of truth has been lost in nearly every great
denomination becauseof a lack of separation. Compromisewasthe cause,and the
culprit was the believerwho let in the
unbeliever.
An interestingstatementcan be found
in a book now out of print, Breakfast
ThbleAutocrat (Christian in Big Basiness)
by Ellsworth Day, the biogaphy of Henry
ParsonsCrowell, a Christian businessman
from a generationago.He hasbeen called
the father of Quaker Oats. The biographer
states:"Mr. Crowell saw that the battle
againstthe l.eavenofthe Sadduceeswas
being lost in Christendom by reason of
'tolerancetoward belieuerswho were tolerant toward unbelieuers."'
The battle waslost. The causeis clear.
Believersgave away billions of dollars of
real estatein the form of churches, colleges,seminaries,and camps.\7e had to
start all over. That was a generationago,
and now we wonder if we have learned
anything from history.
The command, "Be ye not unequally
yoked together with unbelievers"(2 Cor.

6:14)has not been obeyed if we are just
one link apart in the samechain. \ile do
not belong in that chain at all. Separated
Christians ought to fellowship with separated Christians. I am referring now to
official church fellowshrp.
A woman has a right to sayto a man,
"I'll hold your hand when you let go of
her handl'and churchesare right when
they condemn other churches that are
still a part of apostateassociationsor
denominations.
Over 50 yearsago a group of Baptists
realized that the battle to clean up the
Northern Baptist Convention was futile.
Apostasy had been tolerated until it becamestrong.Then the leadershipbecame
so corrupted that the Fundamentalistwas
no longer at home within that family of
Baptists.The situation becamenot only
an unequal yoke,but more ofa fight than
a fellowship. The Fundamentalistswere
paying a price for the compromise they
had tolerated.
The time had come to start all over,
and a few churches banded together in
what is now known asthe General Association of RegularBaptist Churches.There
are now nearly 1,600churchesin fellowship with this association.Secondary
separadon is their platform, and this writer has
been happily associatedwith the GARBC
for over 35 years.In part, this is their statement of practice:
Any Baptistchurch. . . which is
not in fellowship or cooperation
with any local, stateor national convention, associationor group which
permits the presenceof liberals . . .
s h a l la p p l y . . .
((come
In other words, you must
out
from among therri'to come into the associarion. Come out if you want to come in.
That caused firndamental churches to
separateftom other fundamental churches.
Call it what you will-separation, secondary separation,or just total separationthe position is good and safe and scriptural, even though Micaiahs must sometimes stand against Jehoshaphatswhen
insiston union with Ahabs.
Jehoshaphats
It is time to recognizethe validity of
a time-proven position instead of calling
it strange and extreme and ridiculous.
Lines should be clearly drawn without
confusion.
lrt those who stand for truth stand
with eachother and againsterror. Separation is not separating believers. Compromise is!
D

Revival
-Where

any people express an interest
in
revival.
There
are
not so many deeply concerned about it. fewer still burdened for
it, and even fewer heartbroken for it. Yet,
spiritual revival is not an alternative for
the nations right now. It is imperative.
'We
misuse the term reuival to announce the yearly "revival meeting'l-a
week's meeting with an evangelist and
perhaps a singer. Such a meeting is usually
geared to the unsaved. But we cannot
revive what has never had life.

Trrc churchhas
neverfocedo gre&ter

challenge
from the
powersof dnrkness

than she doestod&,l,
Valter Nigg wrote a book entitled The
Heretics,with this challengingstatement:
"The history of heresyshowsthat Christianity is richer in content than its ecclesiasticalembodiment. The Gospel holds
potentialitieswhich have not yet come to
the surfacel'
Europeanbelieverscorrectly thought of
revival as an awakening,such asthe nationtransformingvisitation from God through
GeorgeWhitefield and then the Wesleysin
England. Or the earthshakingmove of the
Spirit in New England through Jonathan
Edwards,later joined by Vhitefield.
Jiue revivalis God's coming to the aid
of His sick church. Evangelism is that
revived church'sgoing to a world dead in
sin and, under divine power,pulling down
the strongholdsof Satan.Any true revival
can be proven by the fact that it changed
the moral climateof an areaor a nation,
Perhapsthe offenseoftrue revival is that:
1A

pld{.;
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It cannot be organized.
(The wind bloweth where it listeth.)
It cannot be subsidized.
(It does not need financial backing.)
It cannot be advertised.
(fhere is nothing more self-advertising
than a fire, and revival is fire from
heaven.)
It cannot be computerized.
(God alone knows the extent of His
power.)
It cannot be regularized.
(\[e cannot lay a theological track for
it to operate on.)
It cannot be rationalized.
(It is a divine mystery beyond finite
minds.)
It cannot be denominationalized.
(It leaps over doctrinal barriers.)
It cannot be nationalized.
(Preachersby the hundreds have been
flying to Korea to seewhat God has
done in that countrv. Most have
gasped at the packed churches and
returned sad that our mechanicalservices are so sterile.)
A recent television newscastreported
that the EpiscopalCommission has recommendedthat homosexualsbe admitted to
the ministry on the condition that they act
wholesomelylHere is an attempt to sanctif iniquity. ft reminds me of a Scripture"the iniquity of holy things" (Exod.28:38).
\fill the men who want this monstrous
and outrageoussin coveredup allow prostitution in the churches-as long as the
prostitutes tithe? lVe need a revival among
the preachers that will purge the consciencefrom dead works and causeus to
serve the living God.
Alas, many professingHis name are
walking in theological leg irons. Like
Lazarus,we are raisedfrom the dead but
bound and gaggedwith graveclothes-the
graveclothesoftradition and the bondage
of man-made creeds. We are selling our
birthright-our accessto the throne of
God-for a messof pottage called "submissionl'or the fear of men. I am not trying to incite rebellion in the flock. No,
I am trying to stir up the gift that is within

konard
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us to reach out to the One who "ever
liveth to make intercessionfor usl'
A century has passedsince Oliver
'Wendell
Holmes wrote:
BeforeThine ever blazing Throne,
\7e have no lustre of our own.
On that blazing throne sits One who is
the Light of the World. When we stand
in splendid isolation before Him whose
eyesare as a flame of fire, who will dare
to "look full in His wonderful face"?Most
of us will turn away from His flaming
holiness,embarrassed
that we wereso ac.
cepted in a world that could not accept
Him. looking back from that throne over
the path of our earthly pilgrimage,"the
things of earth will look strangelydim in
the light of His glory and gracel'

Mon, express
on
interestin reviuol,But
not so monyore

deeqlyconcemed
aboutit, fewer still
burdenedfor it, and
evenfewer
heortbroken
for it,
At that awesometime of judgment, we
will find that "the harvest is past, the
summer is ended, and we are not saved"
from burning humiliation, as untold
billions of souls watch while our life's
work is judged and a verdict given by the
infallible Judge. \fill this crisis find us
with swordsunbloodied in spiritual warfare?Will it find us guilty of violating His
commandments, not by intentional opposition, but by sheerneglector habitual
sloth?The writer to the Hebrewsrepeatedly speaksof "todayl' Well, this is our
"todayl' How long will it last?Now is the
time to correct the slack in our faulty
obedience and slim sacrifice.
I am convinced that the church (the
body of truly regeneratedbelievers)has
never faced a greaterchallengefrom the
powers of darknessthan she does today.
'!7e
need a baptismof honesryin the courts
of the [ord. Honesty means truth, and
truth can be oainful.

Let the fires go out in the boiler room
of the church, and the placewill still look
smart and clean, but it will be cold. The
prayer room in the church is the boiler
room for its spiritual life. \ilhen holy passion has ceasedto move the intercessors
in the prayerroom, coldnessensues,power
is lost, and mortification setsin. The place
still looks viable, but it is no longer a
birthplace of souls.
God ignoresthe cold church. He rejoices in the church hot with the Spirit's
presence.He vomits the lukewarm church
from His holy mouth.
The lukewarm church in the Revelation was called"Laodiceanl'I believethis
name designatesit as a church of mob
rule, where everything was decided by
popular opinion and majority vore-nor
by prayer and fasting. It may have had
packed church businessmeetings,but
sparselyattended prayer meetings. (Is it
like this in your church?)
The city of Laodiceawas prosperous,
and the church folks climbed on the
bandwagon of prosperity.The city had a
banking system,flourishing industry, and
a well-known medical clinic. Eye salvewas
a major export, and yet with irony God
says,"I counsel thee to . . . anoint thine
eyeswith eye-salvel'Laterhe saysthat,
rich as they were materially, spiritually
they were "wretched, and miserable,and
poor, and blind, and naked" (Rev.3:17).
The great apostlePaul saysthat he had
"great conflict" (wrestling in prayer?)for
the folks at Laodicea(Col. 2:1).He assures
the Colossiansthat Epaphraswas"always
labouring fervently for you in prayers,
that ye may stand perfect and complete
in all the will of God" (Col.4:12).In the
next versePaul says,"I bear him record,
that he hath a great zealfor you and them
that are in I-aodiceal'\fith all this wealth
of spiritual background, the church had
foundered on material prosperity and was
named by Christ as "poor and wretched
and miserablel'Today we boast of our intellectualministries,our endlessactivities,
our stimulating programs, and so forth,
yet I wonder what the One with eyesas
a flame of fire seesin us.
I am often askedto pray for the heal.
ing of the nation. I am praying for the
healing of the church. Then the healing
of America, Britain, and other nations
will follow. As the church goes,so goes
the worldl
n
Reprinted by permision ftom Reoivai God's \Yay by l:onard
Ravenhill. Published and copyrighted 1983, Bethany House
Publishers, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55438.
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The Pedestal Problem

hile I was reading through one of the
famousFundamentalistperiodicalsthat
regularly come acrossmy desk, something
on the two pagesbefore me was making me
very uncomfortable. There was no
escaping it. Something was
wrong, but I could not put my
finger on it. ln the middle of
the paper was a directory of
Fundamentalist churches-a
regular feature. lt had never
bothered me before. Vhy now?
PerhapsbecauseI had never taken the
time to really readthe adsuntil now. Threre
were35 adsfor churchessrervn across
the pages.Every one soundedlike
a fine Fundamentalist
church, but the largestsingle thing on 33 of the
ads was a picture of
rhe pastor.Le 25 of the
ads, various glowing
superlativesdescribed
the churchl'lalgestl'
"greatestj' and "fastestgrowingl' Every ad mentioned

The pedestalproblem begins externally and
is then internalized when membersof our
congregationbegin to Put us on a
pedestal.lnitially we protest, but
graduallywe becomeaccustomed
to the heights ofthe pedestaland
are comfortable with the idea. At
that point, the pedestalposi'
tion becomesmore imPortant than honestv with
ourselvesand others. \7e
feel an increaseddiscomfort with what is going on
inside ourselves.We dare
not admit it because we
will hurt others or "the

causeof the gospeli'If we
are honest about our feel'
ings, our elders or con'
gregation will no longer
respect us. Afraid to
acknowledge the reality
and the power of the enemy
within, we usually stay on the
pedestal until we are discovered.

the name of the pastor, yet only

two of the ads mentioned the name of
JesusChrist.
Becausethe I.onC has given me the opporrunity to spend literally scoresof hours counseling
pastorsand their families, I have a deep concern for the
Fundamentalist preacher.I am convinced that many preachers
today are in trouble-not ftom extemal sources,but ftom the "lusts
that war" in our own members 0ames 4:1).
In trying to understand this situation, I found eight specific
problems at the root of spiritual weaknessin myself and my Fundamentalist brothers. We must be realistic-we all have problems.
'Ib
deny that problems e><istservesonly to enlargethe scope of
our fficulty.
16

Then, ftightfully, we

come tumbling

down.

The Power Problem
7

Preacherspack a lot of power. Like a famousstockbroker,
when preacherstalk, people listen. Some ministers confusepower
with a-uthority. Preachersare to be respectedas God's anointed,
but when we confuse power with authority we become
regarding procedures as a
authoritarian. \7e take questions
'!7e
challenge to our position. 'We respond personally to contrary
assumethat questioning our servotesin businessmeetings.
questioning
the
Scripture.
is
mon
Questions equal criticism, in
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our opinion, and criticism is divisive and
not to be tolerated. Our management
style becomesautocratic.
A prominent preacher boasted to me
that in the 27 years he had pastored his
church, the thing he was prorrdestof *a"
that he had ne'yeronce allowedhis deacors
to vote on anything. That type of power
is unknown in the New'Ibstament. This
lack of team cooperarion polarizesboards
and congregationsinto camps and all too
often results in splits.
Power that is abused can also lead to
a denial of problems. If we begin to feel
uneasyabout ourselves,we becomecritical
or angry with others. This can easily become evident in our preaching. If anyone
suggeststhat we are preaching "too handl'
we can powerfully and convincingly declare
that we are just "preaching against sinl'
Thus the complainer'sproblem is with the
Bible, and the preacher is vindicated.
Not all "hard" preaching is motivated
by power; some is motivated by guilt. I
know a pastor who constantly preached
egainst immorality. He became exceedingly angry and hostile in his preaching
and assuredeveryonehe hated sin and the
Devil. In reality, he had been commining
immoral acts himself. As his guilt increased,so did the npower"of his preaching.
The Peer,Pressure Problem
The peer-pressure
problem is not limited
to adolescence;it is especiallyacute among
preachers.If our church has doubled in attendance, we are eager to tell other
preachers.
Once I was leading a therapy group for
ministers.Approximately 10 of us sat in a
circle, and I askedthe group to introduce
themselvesand tell us a little about their
ministiies. I was soon sorry I had done so.
The first pastor glowingly told how his
church had grown. Not to be outdong the
secondtalked about his radio ministry and
the thousands of letters he received in
rcsponse to it. The thirrd e><tolledhis
building program, and on it went.
Off to the side of the circle, I nodced
one member of the group squirming more
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and more as his turn approached.He and
his chair were almost out of the room by
the time it was his turn. He lowered his
head, and silencefilled the room while all
waited for him to speak."I'm in the wrong
placej' he sobbed. "My church is a mess.
My wife and I dont get along. I am miserable. I've been debating leaving the ministry. I certainly do not belong here with
you men. I came here for help I'm in the
wrong groupl' He bowed his head and
quietly sobbed.

men in the areareally preachingthe \ford.
This atritude leadsto arrqance and a lack
o{ accountability to anyone-including
God.
The Pinnacle Problem

Wt rn we confuse

power with uthonty
we become

authorinnon,
The uneasysilencewas broken as one
man who had raved about the growth of
his church admined that he too had oroblems and neededhelp. The radio preacher
sharedthe problemsof being away^ft,om
his
children. Slowly a quiet atitude of honesryfilled the room. One of the finestgroup
experiencesin which I have ever been in.
volved came about becauseone preacher
had been honest.
Preachers seem to love to perform
around each other and outdo each other.
insteadofbeing honest and askingfor help
'What
an o<amplewe could setfor our congregationsif we pastorswould becomemore
helpful and mutually supporrive of one
another.
The Paranoid Problem
The paranoid problem is similar to the
one experienced by Elijah. Having run
away ftom the wrath of Jezebel,Elijah
forlornly declaredto God, "I, even I, only
am leftl'In the paranoidproblem,we feel
that we arc the only ones still faithful to
God Our church is the only "goodochurch
in town. This atitude leadsto a grandiose
isolationism,sometimesdisguisedunder the
veil of separation.Becausewe are the onlv
faithful ones, we somehowstand abovereproach for our conduct. I have actually
been told by pastorswho were involved in
sin that God would not rcmovethem ftrom
the ministry becausethey were the only

The pinnaclepoblem is depictedin the
accountof Chrids remptatiorLwhen Saan
took Christ up to a pinnacle of the temple.
SatantemptedChrist to jump, testingthe
Scripture that declared no harm would
come to Him becauseof the angels'protection. Too many of us believe that we
have that sameprotection fi,,omGod; therefore we could never fall into sin.
For any of us to believe that we are
above falling is exceedinglydangerous.\fe
all are weak, and we all must constantly
ask God to give us what we need to over.
come the wiles of the Devil. When I lived
in Africa, I often heard the native exDression, "'Wherethe crack in the wall is. the
lizardcomesinl'The sameis mre in all of
our lives where Satan will tempt us in our
weakestarca.
The Personal Possession Problem

The personalpossession
problem occurs
in the life of the preacherwhen we merge
our own idencity with that of our ministry.
The ministry becomesan o<tension of
ourselves,and we think of it as our personalpossessionThe church becomesumy'
church. The deaconsbecome.6y"deacoDS.
This mergingof minisrry and minister can
be dangerousin severalways.First, criticism
of the ministry can be percei',red
ascriticism
of the minister. If someone criticizes our
preaching, he is criticizing us. If someone
suggestsalternate methods of doing some.
thing, he is criticizing our methods.
Seeingthe ministry asour ve4r own can
also lead us to an overinflated idea ofour
own importance. I counseleda pastor who
left a church he founded, and he wasangry
that it had not fallen apan without him.
In fact, since he left, the church had prospered.He failed to realizethat if a ministrv
is founded on Christ, it will prosper even
if its founder or pastor is gone.
Poh"pu the greatestdangerin this problem is the door it opens for us to see
ourselves,not Christ, as the head of the
ministry. This is a subtle thing, one which
most preacherswould quickly deny. But I
have seen it over and over again. The
owneroperator preacherseeshimself as the
one who makes the ministry go If he is
criticized or questioned, he threaterrs to

quit. \7e must make surethat Christ is the
head of our church in practice as well as
in theory. We are the shepherds,called to
minister and serve.

Scripture.I do not believethere is anything
wrong with sharing personal preference
from the pulpit, but I believe it should be
clearly statedasjust that. Sound inductive
preaching keepsus sharp and faithful.

The ProofText/Personal
Preference Problem
The proof-to<t/personalpreferenceproblem dealswith the deductivenature of Fundamentalist preaching. \7e preacherstake
a point we wish to prove and then scurry
to the Scripture to validate it. This leads
to the dangerous practice of eisegesis,
reading into the Scripture, as opposed to
exegesis,reading out of the Scripture. Expositional preaching must take into consideration the grammatical,historical, and
conte>(ualmeaningof a passageWhen our
preparation is hurried and incomplete, we
open ourselves to the danger of prooftexting.
We are especiallyprone to muddy personal preferencewith Scriptural authoriry.
For instance,those who useDeuteronomy
22 to demonstratethat women should not
wear slackssimply are not being faithful to

to
Hrort ersseem

loueto perform
oroundeochother
ondoutdoeochother,

The Pride Pnoblem
The pride problem is perhapsthe summarion of all the problems we have discussed.I have found a real senseof selfsatisfaction and pride among Fundamen'We
talist preachers.
are very achievement-

oriented and easily find our value in the
sizeof our congregationsor in the number
of soulswon to the lond, insteadof in our
worthiness in Christ. Pride is so subtle.
Recently,a well-known Fundamentalist
evangelistpreacheda salvationmessage
to
a church congregation,despitethe fact that
everyoneprcsent was thought to be a professing Christian. After the message,he
gavethe invitation for salvationand no one
responded. He became more and more
agtated. He came out of the pulpit and
shook a finger at the crowd saying, "I've
preachedthis message499 times and never
has no one responded!"He told the church
they had ruined his recondand angrily left.
Pride had its way.
As Fundamentalists,we need to refocus
aftention from self to the person of Jesus
Christ. I am calling for a radical renewal
of servanthood to JesusChrist. If we will
not make such a commitment to Christ as
Lord and Head of our churches,then our
'We
movement is in need of much renewal.
are the servants,He is the Lord. \ile must
removethe emphasisfrom the men to the
Saviour.
n
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luralism, the vogue word that
summons the same accolades
awarded openmindedness,fairness,and equality,is often a sanctuaryfor
moral compromise,relarivism,suppression
of m.rth, and erosion of human worthqualitieshandly deservingplaudits.
\0ebster definespluralism as "a state of
societyin which membersof diverseethnig
racial, religious, or social groups maintain. . . development of their traditional
cultural or specialinterestswithin the confines of a common civilizationl' Defined in
this manner, pluralism is the coexistenceof
different types of people who share a mutual rcspectfor orre another'sdistincriveness
while seekingto live harmoniously within
the same society.
America was founded upon and flourished under this ry'pe of pluralism-what
can be termed traditiuwl pluralism. As a
"melring pot]' the United States historically has drawn peopleof all natiors, races,
andcreeds,manyof whom havemaintained
their distinct cultural identities. Pride in
and acceptanceof these distinctions are
reflected in the diversity of ethnic subcultures in some of our major cities and
in the riseof ethnic awareness
coursesin
universities and high schools.This type
of pluralism can be both healthful and
enriching.
'\iilebster's
second definition is more
philosophical and religious. Pluralism is
"a theorv that there are more than one
or more than two kinds of ultimate realityJ'This definition providesthat there is
I9B4
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not one universal truth, but various
"truthsl'Therefore, it would follow ftom
this definition that pluralism allows for no
absolute guiding values-only relative
prelerences.
This rype of contemporary pluralism
predominates in our sociery today. The
denial of one universal, absolute truth
logically leads to an "anything goes" mentality, as illustrated by the breakdown in

tlf

l. lo soclet\ con

suraiueundero s^ystem

of obsolutemoral
laa

rentlult\.
moral absolutesand the devaluadon of
human life. Under this view there can be
no concreteappraisalsofgood and bad; all
values,and resultingbehavior,must be held
in neutral.
Such a schemeof thought has never
been within the idmlogical purview of true
Christianiry.Christianiry holds that there
'Iiuth-with
are absolutesand there is
a
capital "Tl-the liuth given to man from
the Creator, and all life is evaluatedfrom
this Truth and His accompanyingabsolutes.
Christianity is dogmaric in that it is

based upon revealed, absolute tn:th. It is
controversial because tnrth divides and
causes healthy conflict. Christ, as the
Gospels illustrate, was both dogmatic and
conrroversial in His stand for mrth.
The belief in Chrisrian absolutes was
clearly reflected in early American sociery
and in the writings of those who framed
our founding documents, including the
Corstitution. ReganClessof their individual
religious doctrines, early Americans, in
general, recognized the er<istence of a
Supreme Being whose absolute laws are to
be the basis for all man-made laws.
"Narure's God" (as the Declararion of Independence states)-not man-was the ultimate arbiter of jusrice in provrding all people certain aholute (inalienable) rights such
ulife,
liberty, and the pursuit of
as
happinessi'
No society can surrrive under a system
'Ib
prcvent total
of absolute moral relativiry.
chaos and anarchy, there must be some system of laws that places certain restraints on
human behavior, including the behavior of
those employed by the state. Regandlessof
how forcefully people insist that "you carit
legislate moraliryl' every enacrment of law
reflects an undergirding moral r,alue. Laws
against mur,Cer, rape, theft, or even trespass
are all examples of legislated moraliry that
relate to a persoris right to be secure in his
person and possessions.
A great danger in moral relarivism is
that it removes 6om the state any accountabiliry and responsibiliry to the Higher
Being. If there are no absolutes to govern,
l9

authorities determine their own "arbitrary
absolutesl' Again, anything goes.
More and more frequently, changesin
America's laws are the product of a small
but highly elite group of judges.Constirurionally, judges are not to make law at all;
that is a function distinctly bestowedupon
the legislative branch in Article I of the
Constirudon However,in their role of "interpreting" the Constirution, many jurists
have literally created new laws based on
their personalopinions.
Reading opinions of the U.S. Supreme
Court justicesshowshow they conjure up
disparate meanings for the Constitution.
Yet only five of them need to agee on this
conjecrure to determine a law that is
binding.
The potenrial abuseof this ill-begotten
power is nowhere more disturbing than in
the life and death issuesthat have come
before the Court. ln 1973in Roeqt.WaAe.
when the SupremeCourt announcedthe
"right to privacy'.1-whichis not specifically
grantedin the Corstiturion-it legalizedthe
right of women to kill their unborn children. Thus, the justices not only created
a neu.rcorsriturional right, but they also
srripped the unborn child of his right to
life.
This der,aluation of human life led to
the courts' approvalof withholding medical
fteatment6rcmmentally or physicallyhan&
icappednewboms. In the "Baby JaneDoe"
case,the courts upheld a couple'sright to
refi:secorrectivesurgeryfor their daughter's
spina bifida.
The prcIileraion of man'se'ffortsat playing God in childrerls lives is spreading.A
medical program in Oklahoma s€t up a
crude mathematical formula to determine
which of severalspinabifida infants merited
treatment and which could be neglected.
\ilhether a baby passedorfailed depended
on his projected "quality of life]' which
wasbasedon hisunaturalendourynenCmultiplied by the perceived support of his
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home and society.Using this formula, if a
physically normal baby were born to an
unwed, teenagedrug addict, the doctors
would still give the child a quality of life
of zero.
Unbom children arc not the only ones
whoselivesdangleprecariouslyon arbitrary
'hr.rrltty life"
of
dictums. Coloradds Governor RicharC[-amm recendycausedoutcries
when he indicated that some elderly people have a "duty" to die to prevent their
being an economic and emotional bunCen
on society.Unfortr:nately, while Govemor
I-amm was thrust into the spotlight as an
exceptional example of callousness,nwl
share his convictions.
Secularisrrlsinfluence has saturatedall
other major institutions of the United
Statesaswell. Consider the media.In 1981,
240 representativesof the "media elite'L
journalists, editors, TV executives,and so
forth-were surveyed lry Public Opinion
magazineResultsshowedthat politically,the
majority consideredthemselves"Liberalsl'
'When
askedabout religious involvement,
85percentadmittedthatthey attend church
"seldorri or "neverl On moral issues,90 percent agreedthat women have the right to
chooseto abort their children; 50 percent
did not regardadultery as wrcng; and only
15 percent "strongly agreed" that extramarital affairs are immoral.
With linle regard for moral absolutes,
some of the media often apply a double
standard. For instance, editors of the
WashingtanPostopposed a city ordinance
against pornography because"you don't
have to like pornognphy to believethat in
most c:$es it is protected by the First
Amendment" 0r4ay 12, 1984).
Yet when Congressdebated the Equal
Access Act, allowing students who had
formed religious groupsthe samerights as
all other studentsto usepublic high school
facilities, the Post editors repeatedly protestedits passage.
The samejoumalists who
so'bpenmindedly" championed pornographers'rights to 6ee speechsaw no problem in censoring the free speechof those
who want to gather for prayer and Bible
study.
Tragically,the secularists'eficrtsareoften
being reinforced by Christians themselves.
Some claim that religion is only a personal
matter,that it should be confinedto church
and home Therefore many havesegegated
their livesinto "spiritual" and "secular"compartments. Family devotions, Bible study,
Sunday worship services,and the like fall
into the spirinral category; every other
area-business,education,gcxrernment,and
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so on, is strictly secular.As a result, Chrisriars have "prilatized" their faith and have
withdrawn their presenceftom civil govemment, education, and other vital areasof
public life.
This retreat from society repudiates
Christ's mandatein Manhew 5:13.Christians are to "salt" sociery-to preserve it
ftom moral and spiritual decay.If Christians
sincerelyhold the Bible to be absolute,inerrant truth, that tmth must encompassthe
whole spectrumof life Christiaru must not
only submit to its authority in their personal religious practices, they must also
uphold it as the objective standard by
which every moral and social issueis to be
judged.
JesuscommissionedChrisrians to go to
people everywhere,"teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded youl' The "all" embraces much

haue
Sorn. Christioru
segregoted
their lives
into "spinhnl" ond
"seculor" comportmentl
more than evangelism.It means proclaiming His teaching that life is sacredbecause
all people are created in His image; that
parents-not the state-are given responsibiliry to guide their childrerfs lives; that
all people are to deal honestly and compassionatelywith their fellowman, and so
on. It mearrsensuring that the Christian
voice is rightfully allowed in the public
marketplaceof ideas.
If Christians-by personalapathy or e><ternal pressures-allow the truth to be
muffled, our narion will continue to
flounder in a destructive whirlpool of
relative r,aluesand conflicting laws. Chrurraruwill be largelyresporsiblefor a culture
that breedscrime and
cheapens
the rralueof our families,and unashamedly
destoys "inferior" human life,
In some of its decisions,the Supreme
Court has affirmed that the First Amend
mendsintent isto protectand accommodate
religion, not to expungeit from all public
society.Thus, Christians have a constitutional foundation for protesting outright
efforts at censorship.Protestsleading to
FUNDAMENTALIST JOURNAI

responsiblelitigation have won somefavorable court decisions. For example:
After local merchantscomplainedabout
their "firebrand" message,seven sidewalk
er,angelistsin a South Carolina town werc
anested for preaching without a permit.
The evangelistscharged that the town's
vagueh worded ordinancegavecity officials
vimrally uncontrolled authority to restrict
"pure speechactivityl'They claimed the officials tried to curtail the public speaking
by dictating their own subjectiverestraints.
When the sidewalkevangelissarguedthat
their constitutional rights had been violated, a U.S. District Court judge agreed.
Repudiatingthetowrls or,Cinanceasa "prior
restraint upon the rights of freedom of
speechand freedom of assemblyi he prohibited town officials fiom further interferencewith the evangelists'preaching.
Becauseof her religious convicrions, a
nursein Delawaredeclinedan ofier to work
for an abortionist. When she refusedto aid
in the killing of life, the state cut off the
womarisunemplqlment compersationbenefits. Attorneys for the Rutherford
Institute threatened to sue the state for
infringing on the nurse's constitutional
rights. The state then backed down and
restored her benefits.
In thesesituationsthe Christiars did not
disobey the law. They o<ercised their
fieedoms protected in the Constitution to
oeress their moral convicrions. Howeveq
they were willing to pay the price and suffer the consequencesof their stand for
tmth.
The question is, How will the majority
of Christians respond?One can look the
other way asthousandsofunbom children
are killed every day. One can retreat into
his safeand comfortable world of Sunday
servicesand fellowship dinners. One can
nobly pardon his passivenessby claiming
that 'but of love" he does not want to offend anyone. But the one who accommodates the world's standards instead of o<posingthem to the light of biblical tmth is
no longer followingChrist in the true sense.
Jesusacceptsnothing lessthan to be Lord
of the Christian's u,hole life. No "secular"
comparrments ecape His jurisCiction.
For the Christian,the bottom line is not
what is safe,or comfortable,or inoffensive,
but what is tme. Christians are to light the
world and to salt the earth, and that involves moral conft,ontation. Though our
pluralistic society seela to eliminate effectiveChristianinfluencg we must be faithful
to securca truly openmarketplaceof ideas.
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iscipline. No two people have
o<actlythe sameunderstanding
of the word or concept, but
everyone feels strongly about discipline.
Jb some it is synonymous with punishment and harshness,evoking only negative thoughts and actions. Others avoid
it at all costs,feeling each person is a free
spirit with the right to expresshimself as
he chooses.
The difficult task of coming to a decision regarrdingappropriatediscipline seems
to be magnified in the area of church
discipline. Few people have found a comfortable balance between the extremes;
many are simply ignoring the whole sticky
business.
The responsibiliry of a church to make
and enforce doctrinal codesand rules of
conduct is founded on incontrovertible
biblical authority. The apostlePaul asked
somewhatincredulouslyof the church at
Corinth, "Do not ye judge them that are
within?" The directive to a church with
a nonrepentantpersonengagingin open
sin was,"Put awayfrom among yourselves
that wicked persorf'(1 Cor. 5:12-13).
However, church discipline has always been
premised upon three basic biblical laws:
love flohn 1334),confession(Man. 5:2324),
and forgiveness([.uke 17.3-4).Jb these
22

might be added a fourth, restoration (Gal.
6:1). The primary function of scriptural
discipline is healingthe offense[-uke 17:3).
Only when that is not possibleis the offender to be remcvedftom the church. The
key to finding the delicatebalance of love
and correction necessaryin a particular
situation liesin developinga keenawareness
of when disciplineis needed,what it should
entail, how it should be administered,and
what it should accomplish.
The difficulty with handling church
discipline problems is that while Scripture
providesgeneralprinciples,it fumishesvery
few specificproceduralguidelines.Matthew
18:15f7providesthat in the caseof private
offenseswhere two separateaftempts at
reconciliation have failed, "Gll it unto the
church; but if he neglect to hear the
church. let him be unto thee asan heathen
man and a publicarf'(v.17).fublic offenses
could normally be dealt with using the
guidelines for private sins, although there
is no specialbiblical command to do so.
Matthew 18:1517leavesmuch interpretive
latitude to individual churches.
'What
determinesthe dividing line between public and private offenses?Is it the
nature of the offense,or is it the publicity
generatedby the offense?Should a church
be able to enforce its discipline procedure

regardlessof the impact upon the accused
parry?Supposethe nanlrc and method of
such discipline is not known to some or
all church members.If an allegedwaywand
member resigns,is the church relievedof
all authority to discipline that member?
Should the method of church disciplinebe
subject to judicial constraints of reasonablenessregardinggrounds for, or methods
of, discipline? Quinn u. Tlv Clwrch of
Christ of CoIIinsuiIIe, Oklahorna, is a case
in point. In Qainn, plaintiff allegedthat
her dismissalfrom defendant church invaded her privacy and inflicted emotional
distressupon her. She alleged a lack of
understanding of the defendant's disciplinary procedure. Plaintiff asked for
$1,200,000compensatory and punitive
damagesand at trial wasawanded$390,000
by a jury. The scenariofor this lawsuit unfolded as follows.
Plaintiff joined defendant church in
March 1974.
Sometime prior to September 1981
plaintiff was allegedto have violated the
churchs moral code.
The three church elders contacted
plaintif on ss,eraloccasiorsunder Matthew
18seekingrcpentance One of the meetings
occurred in the presenceof her children
outside her housebecauseplaintiffrefused
RN\TDAMENTAT]ST JOURNAT

to go to the church to discussthe matter
with the elders.On another occasionthe
elders approachedher at a laundromat
and insisted she go to the church with
them and discussthe marter.
On September21,7981,the three elders
sent a letter to plaintiffstating that, since
plaintiff had not demonstrateda rcpentant
heart,they would read a statementto the
church on October 4. 1981.Plaintiff was
to be excludedfrom the fellowship of the
body of Christ.
On September24,1987,plaintiff wrote
a letter to the church, withdrawing her
membershipand declaringthat the elders
had no right to say anything againsther
in the church. One of the eldersresponded
verbally to plaintiff that she could not
withdraw from the church; the church had
to withdraw from her.
On October 4,1981,a letter wasread
to the church, finding plaintiff in violation of Scripture. The letter read to the
church was sent to four sister churches
on October 7, 1981,with a letter advising them of defendant churchs action
and asking them to continue praying for
plaintiff and to contact her for purposes
of encouragementand exhortation.
On November 23, 7981,plaintiff filed
suit against defendant church and the
church elders.
The Quinn caseraisessome legitimate
concern about the autonomy of local
churches in imposing discipline. The
United States Supreme Court has addresseditsel( on a number of occasions,
to the relationshipbetweenchurch members and their church, and the right of
courts to intervene in internal disputes.
For example, Watsonv. Jones,l87l:
The right to organize voluntary
religiousassociationsto assistin the
expressionand dissemination of
any religiousdoctrine, and to create
tribunals for the decision of controverted questionsof faith within
the association,and for the ecclesiasticalgovernmentof all the in-
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dividual members, congregations,
and officers with the generalassoci
ation, is unquestioned. All who
unite themselvesto such a body
do so with an implied consent to
this government,and arebound to
submit to it.
However, the court has recognizedthat
where both a civil right and an ecclesiastical matter are at issue,a couft is free
to try the civil issue.Most recently, the
Court has upheld the right of the judiciary to decide church properry or personnel disputeswithin churches,but only as
long as courts do not have to resolve
underlying controversies over religious
doctrine.
There is little question that churches
have a right to makerulesregardingmoral
standardsand church discipline. However,
within the broad constitutional parameters
outlined by the United States Supreme
Court, most state courts have exercised
what they perceiveastheir judicial prerof
ative to review church discipline cases
where "civil, contract, or property rights"
arc at stake The modem rrend amongstate
courts appearsto be to give an expansive
interpretation to what constitutesa properry, contract, or civil right, although some
statecourtswould hold that church membership does not involve such rights.
Courts will not disturb church decisions
in ecclesiastical
matters,provided of course
the church had jurisdiction to decidethe
matter. But courts have generallynot felt
that the free exerciseor establishment
clausesof the First Amendment prohibit
them from reviewingchurch decisions,or
in granting remediesto aggrievedparties,
where there is evidenceof fraud or malice,
where church disciplineis tied to some
vague conditions of membership, or
where churcheshave not complied with
their own chartersor bylawsin the disciplinary process.
However, where disciplined church
members have sought to sue church officials or other members for comments
madeduring a disciplinarymeeting,courts
have clothed all such comments with a
qualified privilege,meaning that no lawsuit would be successfulunlessthe comments were made maliciously or with
recklessdisregardof the comments' falsiry.
While a qualified privilege would probably
be a defensein every state to a defamation lawsuit, it has not gained general
acceptancein an invasion ofprivacy lawsuit such as Quinn.

In view of the statecourts' permitting
litigation of church member civil rights in
church disciplinesituations,there areraised
a number of problemsfor pastors,deacors,
or other church officers. Courts appear
to be little troubled about the inherent
contradiction in acknowledging on one
hand that churches have complete control over internal doctrinal matters but
then on the other hand granting a civil
remedy to a present or former church
member, even though granting such a
remedy might have the effect of negating
the church's doctrine or the procedures
to enforce that doctrine.

Nr

church
should

refwe to practice
churchdiscipline
whereits standnrds
of foith or proctice
hauebeenuioloted,

Unfortunately, most courts today apparently find such back-door encroachments on religious beliefs to be more
palatablethan simply addressingoutright
the moral correctnessor incorrectnessof
a religiousbelief. Over 100yearsago the
United StatesSupremeCourt ruled that
polygamyas a religiousbelief wasmorally
unacceptableand upheld a criminal punishment for the practice of polygamy.
There is something refreshing about a
judicial decision that declareda moral
standard of what is right and then permitted a penalry for conduct not conforming to that standard.
Today,under the judicially contrived
"compellinginterest"test, courts apply an
amoral reasoningprocessto accomplish
two conflicting purposes. A court can
find virtually any religious belief to be
legitimate,but then permit a stateagency
to imposeand enforcepenaltiesupon those
who hold such beliefs.Such decisionsby
courts today have frustrated and angered
personsinvolved in church-relatedministries, who see the sterile application of
civil and criminal penaitiesto church programs and personnel-without regardto
aa

moral values-as undermining absolute
standards of morality.
The Qr.linn decision should serve to
raisethe level of awarenessof church officials.No church should assumeit is free
of possiblelitigation by following what it
understands to be its requirement for
church discipline.On the other hand, no
truly biblical church should ever refrse
to practice church discipline where its
standardsof faith or practice have been
violated. If churchesand their officialsare
going to be subject to judicial scrutiny
regarding the standardsand methods of
church discipline, the following suggestions may be of some assistance.
Church membersshould be informed
regardingthe basic requirementsof faith
and practice, noting that violations of
such will result in church discipline. Although such requirementsdo not haveto
be separatelyidentified in written constitutions, bylaws, or covenants,there is
lesslikelihood of confiusionor misunderstanding if they are.
There should be somenotice to church
membersof the proceduresfollowedwhen
there is an allegedviolation.
Some deliberate attemDt should be

made to familiarize persons with the standards of faith and practice and with the
penalties for violations of those standards
prior to those persons becoming church
members.

M*,

are simply

ignoringthe whole
.ll.

strck1busrness.

Some considerationshould be given
to the effectof a resignationupon continuance of church disciplineprocedures.
\ilhere the effect of church discipline
would be to perform the rather hollow
firnction of removing from membership
a person who is no longer a member, it
might appearto a court (asin Qainn) that
the further continuation of church discipline procedureswas for reasonsother
than correction or exhortation.

The Quinn decisionis currently being
appealedand there is no assurancehow
an appealscourt will apply the constitutional principles addressedat the beginning of this article to the Qulnn set of
facts.
Pastorsand other church officials involved with church discipline problems
cannot ignore the legal implications of
their actions. Pastorsshould investigate
their protection under church liability
policies, in case litigation arises from
church discipline situations. Establishing
a written procedurefor church discipline
would help to avoid problemswith hasty
or inappropriate action. In all casesrequiring discipline, pastorshave a serious
leadershipfunction to perform, and they
need to make certain that they alwayscon
duct themselvesin a manner that brings
honor to the Bible and their Saviour.
The primary fi:nction of biblical discipline-healing and restoration-must
govern the entire disciplinary procedure.
Every phase must be carried out in the
loving spirit of Christ, rememberingthat
justice and mercy were reconciled on
Calvary's Cross.
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Thonksgiving,
the seoson for countingblessings,
olso bringson oworeness
of the needy oroundus.But
reochingout to offer help
rnustbe more thon o seosonol gesture.

Hungry

Strohgers
Mhose

b$itoftibilLty
Are Thef

by AngelaEIweII Hunt

K?Tlhen
I

shall the righteous
Lord,
answerhim, saying,

when saw we thee an
-L
hungeled,and fu thee?G thirsty, and ga''e
thee drink? When saw we thee a stranger,
and took thee in? Or naked. and clothed
thee? Or when saw we thee sick, or in
prison, and came unto thee?
And the King shall answerand sayunto
them, Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as
ye have done it unto one of the least of
these rny brethren, ye have done it unto
me" (Maft. 25:3740.
There is much discussiontoday about
the fate of the poor, the elderly, and the
]984
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underprivileged. Political Liberals are in
favor of taking ftom the rich to give to the
poor through higher taxesand increased
welfare programs.Conservativesbelieve
that in matters of government, "less is
morel'In reality we must find a solution
to help those who are unemployed, disabled, sick, and poor.
'We
cannot rid this country of welfare
rolls with the simple wave of a hand.
Millions dependon public socialassistance
for their daily survival. Without the check
from Uncle Sam every month, they would
suffer and many might die.
So--what is the answer?Should we con-

tinue in a socialisticphilosophy of "spreading the wealtn"'?Can we rest knowing that
many cheat and stealthrough welfarefraud,
and children gro',r/up to be totally dependent on the government to supply their
every need?
God commanded His people to take
careof the poor, the sick, the shut-ins.God
has given us all things, and we are to be
the means to disribute His bounty to
others.
In the Old Gstament, tithes were
used to provide for the Levites,the poor,
the fatherless, and the stranger (Deut.
14:28-29). Israelites were encouraged to
atr

receive the poor into their own homes
and not charge any interest on loans to
them ([rv. 25:35-37).Farmerswere commanded not to totally strip their lands of
their crops; a remnant was left for the
poor to glean the field.
Christ admonishedus to feedthe poor,
visit the sick. and clothe the naked.Because
Christ never told us to do anything that
He will not give us the power to accomplish, it is amazingthat more churches
are not involved in social assistance
programs.
The Office of Family Assistance in
'Washington
saysthat in an averagemonth
o{ 1982,21.7million peoplereceivedfood
stamps.That sameyear,the federalgovemment spent $10.2billion to firunce the food
stamp program. Almost 22 million people
needed food in 1982, and they rurned to
the government for help.

Ga commnnded
His
peopleto tnkecore
of the poor,the sick,
the shutins.

According to the Census Bureau's
Center for Demographic Studies,the 1980
Census showedthat 138million people in
America are enrolled as members of a
church. There are 339,053 acual church
buildings in the United States.
'What
does this mean? If Christians
(even church members) were willing to
undertake the biblical imperativesof help
ing the poor, we could easilyeliminate the
largestpublic assistance
pqlram funded by
our government. If each one of those
339,053churcheshelped feed65 people(10
to 20 families),there would be no need for
food stamps. There are seven church
members for each person on the food
stamp Fogram-how easyit would be for
seven to sponsor just one personl
Somechurchesarepayingmore than lip
service to the ideals of helping the poor.
One is GraceCommunity Church, in Sun
Valley, Califomia. Jean Spellman outlined
the churctls "p*tty''operation, saying:'\7e
designatedan arcafor the food to be kept,
and volunteersmappedout a balanceddiet
for a certain number of daysand a certain
26

number of people.The food is then boxed
according to family size, so that all each
family has to do is remove one box from
a shelf.
"When people apply for help, they fill
out a form to confirm that they are really
needy, and they are counseled. We want
to help, but we dorit want to complicate
their problem. \7e used to distribute food
certificates,but we found that we could not
know what peoplewerebuyrng,and we did
not want to contribute to any more problems in their livesl'
Stocking the church pantry was easy.
Ten thousand people worship in the
church each Sunday, so on the first Sunday of the month, if each church member
brings just one item, the pantry is filled.
Since the prrcgram'sbeginning two years
agq the worrChas spread, and the local
welfare agenciesoften refer people to the
church if the welfarechecks are late or if
there is a specialneed. Jean estimatesthat
the pantry supplies between 15 and 20
familiesa week,and requestscontinue to
come in.
Another church with an aggressive
socialassistance
programis Thomas Road
Baptist Church of Lynchburg, Virginia.
Their "Family Center" providesfood and
clothing for people who need assistance.
The building is staffed by church volunteers and the program is directed by
TRBC staff. Dave Fleming, who oversees
the program, estimatesthat the Family
Center has helped 25 ro 35 families a
week in the two years it has been in
operation.
The Family Center is unique. It is not
locatedin the Thomas Road Church buil&
ing, but is in the heart of the downtown
Lynchburg area.The Family Center is like
a big store--groceriesare set up as in a
regular storc, and the clothing deparrment
featuresclothing on racks, sorted by size.
Everything is available, including meats,
dairy products, diapers, toiletries, and
clothing for all members of a family.
Fleming ocplained that when a family
appliesfor assistanceat the Family Center,
often after referralsftom the welfaredepartment, police, or other churches, they are
visited by a pastor from TRBC to discuss
their need.Applicants arealso given financial and spiritual courueling, and Fleming
rcports that one priority is to find work for
the unemployed-1'\7dve helped a lot of
people find jobsl'
The Family Center is able to purchase
grocerieswholesale,and by using church

funds to buy prrcductsin bulk, they can
furnish the store more inexpensivelythan
if they gathereddonated items ftom church
members.Clothing is either used clothing
in excellentcondition or new. There is no
rag-bagsruff at the Family Center.
Scott Memorial Baptist Church, in
El Cajon, California, pastored by David
nFoodfor the Hungry"
Jeremiah,sponsorsa
program, which is administrated by
associatepastor Gene Huntsman. Huntsman says the church "saw the need because there were so many people who
would
'\7e come by the church and askfor aid.
decided to have some means to take
careof them right on the spot, so on Communion Sunday night, we have a food offering. We found that this was heartily accepted by the congregation and God has
honored it. We feel that helping the needy
is the heart of Godl'
Food for the Hungry feedsthree or four
familieseachweek who call or come by the
church. Volunteersprcparc3Gpound boces
of food, availablewith no strings attached.
Also in the bocesare a New Testamentand
a brochure about the church. Whoever distributes the food fills out a questionnaire
on the familv for future reference."Obviously, we know there are some people
who take advantageof this, but we feelthat
this is God's resporsibility, and our rcsponsibility is just to feedthose who arehungr/
Huntsman saysthat the er<citementof
helping others has carried over into other
areasof church life. Church members are
taking an active part in caring for the
homelessand in helping the unemployed
find jobs. In transient California, many
times poor travelerswill be placedin motels
by Tiaveler'sAid, and the church will be
called to provide food five or six times a
week. Once they sent food to a needy
widow in a motel. She later sent them a
letter, sayingthat she wasthrilled to know
there really was a church who cared.
u'Wewant peopleto know that God gave
us the greatestgift of all, and we want to
demonstratethe gift of God by the grving
of giftsi concludes Huntsman.
Probablyany church in America is willing to e><tend
help, food, or money to people who really need it and ask for it. But
many churches are beginning to be more
aggressivein this area. The government
cannot affcnC to feed the poor forever.
Perhapswe should seek not only to sup
plement the government'srole of provideq
but alsoto assumethat role for the church.
It was our responsibility first.
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by artificial means was an act of defiance against

God.
At the turn of the century in Evanston,
lllinois, a groupof Christiansdecidedthat
the fizz in cabonateddrinks was a cor,
rupting influence on the young. They
forbadethe saleof ice creamsodas

&,$

"\

on Sunday. Jb circumvent
this rule, ice cream parlors left out the soda
and put a topping
*
on their ice cream instead. This new concoction became known as a
"Sundayl' People liked it
so well they were soon
asking for it on other
days of the week. Later,
under protest, the name
was changed to "Sundaef'
so as not to connect such
a secular object with the
lord's Day.

'!ilhen

my mother was
in her twenties(in the
early 19@s),Christians frowned at
one of their
own appearing in a gown
with threei,.
'
quarter-length
sleevesat breakfast.
The forearm should
be discreetly covered
to the {rrist.
Sadly,with all these
rules, many people reganCed
Christianity merely
as a list of "dos and don'tsl'
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they were

for being
Jesuslambastedthe Pharisees
meticulous about the letter of the law and
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forgettingjustice,mercy,and faith. He expressedthe incongruity of their lives as
"straining at a gnat and swallowing a
camel."
Legalismis dangerousbecauseit substitutesbehavior for faith. In Fearfullyand
Vonderfully Made, authors Paul Brand
and Philip Yancy liken a legalisticperson
to a crayfish,This creaturewearsa skeleton
on the outside, much as many religious
peopletry to show their piety by e><ternals,
having no real life within.
The Phariseesweremastersof extemals.
During Jesus'day they allowed their adherentsto travel only 2,000cubits (about
1,000 yards) on the Sabbath Day. New
ridiculous rules were continually added
until a woman could not look in a mirror on the Sabbath for fear she would see
a gray hair and pull it out. Although it
was permissibleto bandagea wound on
the Sabbath,putting ointment on it was
forbidden, becausethe ointment would
heal the wound.
In the earlypart of this cenrury,Christians strictly observedthe I-ord'sDay: no
ball-playing,no gamesof any sort, no unnecessarywork, strict church attendance.
My parents,even as late asthe 1930s,forbade us to use a pair of scissorson Sunday. They equally frowned upon taking
up a needle,a crochet hook, or an iron.
Sunday was a day of rest and worship at
our house.
There was a lot of law back there and
much intolerance-not the freedom we
enjoy today.But has the pendulum swung
too far the other way?\7e would not want
to return to the bondage of our forefathers, but have we lowered our standards to the point where there is little
differencebetween us and the ungodly?
First-cenruryChristians refusedto go
to hospitalsfor medical care,becausethe
paganhospitalswereunder the protection
of a heathen deity. Neither would they
send their children to the schoolsof that
day becausethe storiesof the pagangods
were taught as fact. Their separationwas
construed as rebellion and severelypunished, sometimeseven by death.
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Draw t}eeLrne?
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In comparison,our stancetoday looks
extremely flabby. It is not a matter of
persecurionwith us, merely inconvenience.
Why shouldrlt we shop on Sunday,work
in the yard, do the ironing, or paint the
bathroom if we feel like it? Many Christians see nothing wrong with using the
lord's Day in this way.They think nothing ofskipping church to reservea place
at the park for their picnic or to get an
early start on their fishing trip.
Christians have come a long way from
wrist-lengthsleeves.\7e allow Hollywood,
via the television screen,to invade our
homeswith dancing, drinking, smoking,
and other practices considered taboo a
number of years ago. There is no question about it-we are lowering our standardsinch by inch, year by year. Where
is it leading us?\ilhere will it end?Is this
part of the perilous times about which
Paul warned Timothy?
Change is inevitable with the passing
of time. If it were not so we would still
be eating with our fingers as the English
insistedon doing until 100yearsafter Italy
adopted the fork. \ile would still be suspicious of Krays as a schemeto invade
our privacy. !(e would not have telephones,televisions,or airplanes,let alone
computers and space shuttles. But will
technologicalprogresscauseus to regress
spiritually?Have we become so tolerant
that we acceptanything and everything?
Old-fashioned man-made rules may
becomeextinct, but God's rules do not
change.The principles of His Word still
urgeus to separationfrom the world and
unto holy living. Men's answers differ
widely asto what this means.God's \0ord
is the only sure source of direction.
Jesusreiterated the law in these two
commandments: "Thou shalt love the
lord thy God with all thy heart, and
Matilda Nordtvedt is
a free-Iancewriter and
pastor'swife in Everett,
Washington.
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with all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with
all thy strength . . . . Thou shalt love thy neighbour
as thyself" (Mark 12:30-31).
Do the things we allow in our lives cause
our love for Him to cool?This will vary with
individuals. Myra had an inordinate love
for readingfiction. This passionso controlled her thoughts that she had no
desireto readGod's \ford. ln the interestof pleasingGod and growing
in Him she felt she must give up
this pleasure.Her friends thought
her extreme and narrow, but she
did what was right for her. Paul
tells us not to regard with contemDt those who follow standards

different from our own (Rom. 141-5\.
In other words,we should not laugh at Myra for feeling
guilty about readingfiction, and Myra should not condemn those who feel good about reading a novel once
in a while.
The secondlaw concernsour witnessto others. Paul
wrote, "l-et no man seek his own, but every man
another'swealth" (l Cor. 10:24).And, "Gke heed lest
by any meansthis liberty of yours becomea stumblingblock to them that areweak"(1 Cor. 8:9).Paulwaswilling to waive his own rights and liberties in order that
those about him would not stumble. Whether or not
we feel we can handle such things as smoking, social
drinking, and so forth, should not be an issue.We are
simply not to useour liberty in Christ as licenseto participate in activitiesthat could causeanother Christian
to fall.
A plaqueon the wall of my childhood home served
many times as a deterrent to wrongdoing. It said:
Say nothing you would not like to be
sayingwhen Jesuscomes.
Do nothing you would not like to
be doing when Jesuscomes.
Go no place you woulci not
like to be found when Jesus
comes.
Paul says,'All things are lawful for me,
but all things are not expedient:all things are
lawful for me, but all things edifi' not" (1 Cor. 10:23).
\7hat enhancesmy love for the Saviour and His \ford?
\(hat hinders it? "Whether therefore then ye eat, or
drink, or whatsoeverye do, do all to the glory of God"

(1 Cor. 10:31).
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ecently my wife brought a bag of
cookies home from the grocery
store. Becauseshe knows me
only too well she said, "Don't eat these
cookies all at once; I want them to last
until the end of the weekl'As soon asshe
left the kitchen I ate all the cookies,but
unwisely left the empty bag on the table.
lJpon returning to the kitchen and spotting the bag she asked, more irritated
than surprised,"Did you eat the whole
bag?"
"No, " wasmy facetiousreply."I ate all
the cookies in the bag."
She and I meant the samething, but
expressedit differently. I understood, of
course,that she was not inquiring as to
whether I actually ate "the bag." She
spoke figuratively, and I literally.
As in our daily conversation,the Bible
is full of such illustrativefiguresof speech.
Conservative,Bible-believingChristians
are often ridiculed for advocatinga literal
hermeneutic or interpretation of Scripture.
Perhapsbecauseof their love for God's
Vord and their zeal to protect its doctrines, they overemphasizethe literal
hermeneutic to the point of crass and
even unrealistic literalism. lfithout proper
recognition of the figures of speech in

Ronald C. Sauer is
associateprofessorof
biblical studies,Liberty
Baptist CoIIege,
Lynchburg,Virginia. He
llr,lls a Ph.D. from tb,e
Univenity of Manchester,Englmd.
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good reason,becauseof the presenceof
figures of speech,to do otherwise. The
same rule or hermeneutic or method of
interpretation should be applied to the
Bible. Instead of sayingthat we interpret
the Scriptures"literally]'perhapsit would
be better to say that we interpret them
"normally" or "plainly'l-everything is
taken literally unlessthere is good cause
to do otherwise.
In Jesus'statement "I am the door"
$ohn 10:9),the metaphorcautionsreaders
againsttaking it in a strictly literal sense.
This comparison declaresthat one thing
is or representsanother. As "the door" is
the only entrance into the sheepfold,so
Jesusis man's only way into heaven.The
Christ we worship, then, is not a literal
door, but our sole hope for salvation.
Stronger than metaphor, the hypo(implication)mentionsjust one
catastasis
items
in a comparisonand only imof the
plies the other. This figure suggeststhat
one thing is another, and it is used to
arouseattention to a high degree.For example,"I havefed you with milk, and not
interpreter and cautions him againstgivwith meat" in 1 Corinthians 3:2, taken
ing the passagea strictly literal prosaic
literally, says that like a dietitian Paul
meaning.Figuresof speechare asprevalent
allowed the Corinthians to drink milk,
in biblical languageasthey are in our own
but gavethem no meat. Normal interpredaily conversation.
A figureof qpeechis defined67 Webster's tation by hypocatastasisimplies the "milk"
and "meat" representelementaryand adNew ColleglateDictionnryas "a form of expression. . . used to convey meaning or
vanced Christian teaching, respectively.
Becauseof the Corinthians'poor spiritual
heighten effectl' Both modern daily discondition, Paul sayshe could teach them
course and current literature are full of
only simple truths.
such rhetorical figures.But we are so acPeoplein biblical times, as now, often
customedto them that, for the most part,
utilized hyperbole (exaggeration)to define
we are unaware of their existence.How
situations. "W'ewere in our own sight as
do we interpret what others say?We ingrasshoppers,and so we were in their
terpret everything literally unlessthere is
descriptive language,interpreting Scrip'
ture can lead to absurd and confusing
results.This howevershould not discour'
age us from properly applying literal
interpretation,
'What
is the "literal hermeneutic"?lt
is the method by which the Bible is explained in a strict, straightforward,natural,
and matter-of-factwav.This is a standard
rule unless a figure of speechalerts the

Frrurrsof speech

ore os prevalentin
biblical languogeos
theyere in our own
doily conversotion.
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sight" (Num. 13:33).This was the report
of the spieswhom Moses sent into rhe
land of Canaan. Gken literally, the Canaaniteswere hundreds of feet tall. But
hyperbole dispells such notions, for the
figure merely stresses the enormous
stature of Israel'senemies.
At one time or another most students
arerequired to read Shakespeare.
Actually,
they do not "read Shakespearej'but the
works of Shakespeare.
This expressionemploys metonymy, whereby the author's
name is used to expresshis writings. So
it is in Acts 15:21:"Mosesof old time hath
in everycity them that preachhim, being
readin the synagqluesevery Sabbath davl
That is, Moses himself is not ,,preachej"
and "readl' but his writings-the pentateuch-are preached and read weeklv in
Jewishsynagogues.
In another kind of meronymy, the
container is used to expressits contents,
This is very common in Scripture. ,,The
gravecannot praisethee" (Isa.38:18);that
is, the dead buried in the grave cannot
praise God. "Make a joyful noise unto
God, all ye lands" (Ps. 66:l); the actual
physical"lands" themselvesare not sum.
moned to praiseGod, but the peoplewho
live in "all... lands" are urgedto glorifu
Him.
The recognition of figures of speech
prevents absurd biblical interpretation.
Many fathers more or lessanticipate the
time when a young man will app.oa.h
them and say,"Sir, I would like to ask for
the hand of your daughter in marriagel'
Imagine the suitor's surprise if met with
the father's response,"\ilell, do you want
just her 'handj or do you want all of her?',
But fathers have no trouble interpreting
the above request. For by the figure oi
synecdoche,a part is put for the whole,
in this case a part of the body for the
whole person.So it is in Genesis42:38
whereJacobcomplainsto his sons,,,Then
shall ye bring down my gray hairs with
sorrow to the gravel' Literally-thev will
scalphim and cast his scalpinto a grave.
Normally, by synecdoche,whereby ,,my
gray hairs" representsJacob himself-his
sons will cause him to die with much
sorrow.
Recognizingfiguresofspeech not only
prevenrsabsurdity of inrerpretationbut
also aids in graspingfirller understandins
of a verse. For example, Paul tells th!
Philippians, "l long after you all in the
bowels of JesusChrist" (Phil. l:8). The
apostleavails himself here of the fizure
catachresis,
associatingthe words,,bowels"
NO\TMBER ]984
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and "love" together, which usuallv have
little in common. As a man'sbowelsare
located deep within him, so one's strongest passions-such as love-come from
deepwithin. In sayingthat he lovesthem
with "the bowels of Christl' Paul means
that he loveshis friends with the deepest
kind of love.
Sometimesrecognizingfiguresof speech
may simply aid the readerin appreciating
what an author is saying.Look at Hebrewi

more than the perverted use of the Bible
by r,ariouscults rulesout the useof God's
\Uord by those who rightly divide it.
Therefore, everything in the Bible
should be interpreted literallv unless a
figure of speech is present that points
toward a metaphorical explanation. Did
God, then, createthe universe(Gen. 1:l)?
Is the Bible inspiredby Him (Z Tim. 3:16),
and is it "pirre" (Ps. 19:8)of error? \fas
JesusGod manifest in the flesh flohn

Torc od,vocating
a literol hermeneutic
d,o
not mointointhat the wholeBible shouldbe
interpretedin o strictlyliteralisticrnanner.
Scriptureshouldbe explainedin the same
woy that norrnol,eaerydoyconaersction
is
understood.
We constill hold to the
inerr-oncy
of S*ipture while recognizing
these
illustrativemethodsof comminication.
l:5; "Unto which of the angelssaidhe at
any time, Thou art my Son, this dav have
I begotten thee?" This figure is called
erotesisof affirmation negation, It raises
a question not in order to obtain information, but to emphatically state a fact.
The writer of Hebrewsis not quizzinghis
recipientsas if to say,"Pleaseinform me.
which angel did God declareto be His
Son?" Rather, this unreal question is a
rhetorical device that forciblv declares.
,you
"God never said to
are
".ry ".rg"i,
My Sonl " The implication
is that these
words were addressedbv God onlv to
Jesus.The aurhor could havesimply written, "God saidto Jesus,'You areMy Sonl,'
But he makesthe point via question, and
does it much more emphaticallyin this
interrogativeform. Compare rhe straightforward statement"I am not a thief', ,iith
the strongerand almost indignant, ,,1am
not a thie( am I!/"
The proverbial Pandora,sbox can be
opened if a student of blbllcal literature
goes to the extreme in seeingfigures of
speech where they do not exist, and
thereby misinterprets the passage.But
such perversion does not negate the
legitimateuseof this rhetoricaliool any

1:1,14)?
Born of a virgin ([lke 1:35XVas
His death a vicarious and efficacious
atonementfor sinners(Rom.5:8)?\fas He
literally raisedfrom the grave(Eph. l:20)?
Did He physically ascend into heaven
(Acts 1:9-10)?\Uill He bodily return to
earth (Acts 1:11)?
The answerto all these
and other such questionsis ,,yes',|For
nothing exists in these texts to indicate
that they should be interpreted in any
other than a purely literal manner. But
figures of speech are present in manv
biblical passages
that do demandfigurative
explanations.
Those advocatinga literal hermeneutic
do not maintain that the whole Bible
should be interpreted in a strictly literalistic manner. Scriprureshould be explained
in the same way that normal, everyday
conversationis understood. \Wecan still
hold to the inerrancy of Scripture while
recognizingthese illustrative methods of
communication.
Behind every figure ofspeech is a plain
meaning,and that is what the interoreter
seeks.Acknowledgment of these frgures
will help lead the readerto proper interpretation and enhancehis understandins
and appreciationof the biblical ,.*r. i

od has two terbks-the
te><tbookof nature and the
toctbook of Scripture. The laws of God revealedin the
textbook ofnature have never changed;they are what
they have been since the beginning. They tell us of God's mighty
power and majesty.
In the textbook of Scripture,the Bible, God hasspokenverbally,
and this spokenword has survived every scratchof human pen.
It has withstood the assaultsof skepticsand tyrants. Quentin
Reynolds once said, "If I were a dictatoq the first book I would
burn would be the Biblel' Greater efforts have been made to
destroy the Bible than any other book. Yet despitethe attacks
of men, through many centuries, it remains the world's most
amazing Book.
The Bible has often been reviled but it has never been refuted.
It has never bowed its head before the discoveriesof science.
The more the archaeologistdigs and the more the scientist
discovers,the greaterthe confirmation of the truth of the Bible.
The Bibie has a great tradition and a magnificent heritage.
\7. E. Gladstone said, "The Bible is stamped with a specialty
of origin, and an immeasurabledistance separatesit from all
competitorsl'
It waswritten over a period of 1,600yearsby men of various
backgrounds-lawgivers,kings, artisans,farmers,fishermen,and
scholars.It was written in different countries, under different
social and political conditions; yet in its harmony it is historically,
doctrinally, and scientifically correct.
One peculiarity of the Bible is its claim to come from God.
The writers claim repeatedlythat God gavethem their material.
Jivo thousand times in the Old Gstament they said that God
spoke.To tell more than 2,000 lies on one subject seemsincredible. Either God spoke, or they lied!
JesusChrist quoted frequently frorn the Old Gstament. He
never once indicated that he doubted the Scriptures.The apostle
Paul said, "All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness:that the man of God may be perfect,
throughly fumished unto all good worksl'The apostlePeteradded
these words, "Holy men of God spakeas they were moved by
the Holy Ghostl'The Bible claims to be without a rival. It is
not only a word from God, it is the Word of God.
The Bible is permanent.Christ said,"Heaven and earth shall
pass away, but my words shall not pass awayl'
Apart from its divine authority, there is more glowing eloquence, more noble sentiment, more melting pathos, more
beautiful poetry between its coversthan anywhereelse.Macaulay
said, "If everything elsein our languageshould perish, the English
Bible alone would sufficeto show the whole extent of its beauty
and powerl'
The Bible has done more to bless society, to promote
brotherhood, commerce,happiness,peace,and liberty in the
world, than any other book, and all other books together.

Harold Rawlings is associatepastorof
Landmark Baptist Tanple, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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It humbles the loftv. and exalts the lowliest. It condemns the
best, yet saves the worst. lt engages the study of angels, and is
not above the understanding of a little child. lt shows us man
raised to the position of a son of God, and the Son of God stooping to the condition of a man.
The Bible is not any heavier than a knife, but it is sharper
than any two-edged sword. It is no thicker than a man's wallet
but it contains more riches than all the banks in the world.
Our beloved country owes more than we could ever know
to the teachings of Scripture. At the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia, representatives from 13 Colonies came
together, each with his own opinion and each so dogmatic that
he would not budge an inch. They had almost decided to go
back to their homes and form 13 separate nations, when Benjamin
Franklin stood and said: "l have lived a long time, and the longer
I live the more convincing proof I.see that God governs in the
affairs of man, and if a sparrow cannot fall without His notice,
'Except
is it probable that a nation can rise without His aid?
the Lord build the house, they labour in vain that build itl
Without His concurring aid we shall proceed no better than the
builders of Babel."
God speaks to man through the Scriptures. This is why it
is so important to read the Bible for ourselves. Most of the time
we are very carefi:l about what we eat and how often we eat,

i
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T,

morethe orchaeologlst
diss
and the more the scientist
discoq/ers,
the greaterthe

conftrmotion
of the truth

of theBible,
but what about food for the inner man? How easyit is to feed
the body and starvethe soul. Jesussaid, "Man shall not live
by bread alone, but by every word that proceedethout of the
mouth of Godl' The ancient patriarchJob said,"l haveesteemed
the words of his mouth more than my necessaryfoodl'
If men and women would only spendmore time in the serious
study of the \Uord of God, earth'squestionswould seemfar less
significant and heaven'sanswersfar more real.
Mark Twain once said: "Most people are bothered by those
passagesof Scripture they cannot understand; but as for me,
I havealwaysnoticed that the passages
of Scripturewhich trouble
me most are those which I do understandl'
The blessingsof God can be claimed only where the will of
God is known, trusted, and acted upon. lf we wish to know
what is in a will, we must read the will. If we want to know
God's will on any subject,we must readHis will. The word "testament]' legally speaking,means a person'swill. The Bible contains God's Last \fill and Gstament, in which He bequeaths
to us the blessingsof redemption. Jb know God's will we must
study His \ford.
Dwight D. Eisenhowersaid,"Like storedwisdom, the lessons
of the Bible are uselessunlessthey are lifted out and employed.
NOVEMBER 1984
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A faithful reading of Scripture provides
the courageand strength required for the
living of our timel'
God calls a man blessedwho meditates in His law day and night. He goes
on to say, 'And he shall be like a tree
planted by the rivers ofwater, that bringeth
forth his fruit in his season;his leaf also
shall not wither; and whatsoeverhe doeth
shall prosperl'
The Bible alone has the ability to
satisfuthe human heart. One of the great
differencesbetween man and anim-alis
that man has the capacity to know and
worship God. Every human being has an
inherent cry after God. This longing for
God cannot be satisfied by science or
technology.
To love God and to worship Him, you
must know Him in a personalrelationship. For this reason the Bible was written. The Bible teachesthat the only way
to bridge the gap between man and God
is through JesusChrist. Jesussaid,"I am
the way, the truth, and the life: no man
cometh unto the Father, but by me."
The Bible is God's "love letter" to
us-telling us that His love sent His onlv
Son, Jesus,who gaveHis life on Calvary
for our sins."For God so loved the world.

that he gavehis only begotten Son, that
whosoeverbelieveth in him should not
perish, but have everlastinglifel'The \Uond
of God is the bread of life without which
our spirits weaken and die, just as our
bodies do if we do not eat. The apostle
Paulsaid,"Srudy to shewthyselfapjroved

T,

Biblehumbles

the lofty,and exalts
the lowliest,
unto God, a workman that needethnot
to be ashamed,rightly dividing the word
of truthl'
In a very moving tribute to the Bible,
Billy Sundaytakesa word-picturejourney
through the Scriptures.He describesit
this way:
I enteredthrough the porticoof Genesis
and wall<zd.
dou"ntLwatghd\e OldTestanent
art gallerywhere the picturesof Abraham,
Moses,Joseph,Isaiah,Dauid, andSolomon
hung on the walls.

I passed into the music room of the
Psalmsand everyreedof God'sgreatorgan
respondedto the tuneful l.,arp of Dac)id.
I entered the chonber of kclesiastes
wherethe toice of theprearher washeard,
and into the conseruatory
of Sharonand the
lily of thentallel's spicesfilled and perfumed
nry lie.
I entcrd tlv bushessoffie of fu Prouerbs,
thminn tIle obsevationroorn
of tfu propfuts
whereI saw telescopes
of vaias si;es,some
pointingn far-off eumts but all concmtrated
upon tfu bright star which was to riseabo+te
the moonlit hills of ludea for our saluation.
I enteredthe au.dienceroun of the King
o/ Klngs and possedinto the conespondence
roomswhere sat Matthew, Mark, Luke,
lohn, Paul, Peter,and lames penntngtheir
epistles.
I stepped then into the throne room of
Reuelationand caughta uisionof the King
sitting on His tlvone in aII His glory,and I
ctied:
AU hail the power of Jesus'name,
Let angelsprostratefaII,
Bring forth the royal diadem.
And crown Him Lord of all.
O

This sermon was preached at the Vhite House worship service, Washington, D.C., November 16,1969.

The Book
The books men write are but a fragranceblown
Fromtransientblossomscrushedby humanhands;
But high above them all, splendidand alone,
Staunchas a tree, there is a Book that stands
Unnloved by stormg unchallengedby decay;
The winds of criticism would profane
Itsecred pages,but the Ti.uth,the Way,
The Life are in it-and they beat in vain.
O traveler from this to yonder world,
Pausein the shadeof God'smagnificent,
Eternal Word-that tree whose roots are curled
About our humanneed.When strengthis spent,
Stretchout beneathsome great, far-reiching iimU'
Of promise,and find rest and peace in Him.
-Helen FrazeeBower
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by Robert E

s the agedSir Walter Scott was
dying, he askedthat he might
be wheeledinto his library and
placed before a window that commanded
a beautiful view of the River Tweed.And
here, his biographer writes, the famous
author said to his son-in-law,"Bring me
the Bookl'
"What book?" he was asked,as there
werethousandsof volumes in his library.
"Need you ask?" Scott responded.
'l7hereupon
"There is but one Bookl'
Mr. I-ockhart took the Bible and began
to read.
Where else can we turn for a sure
word in this fleeting world? Only the inerrant Scripture can speakwith certainty
to the deepestyearningsofthe soul. It is
the revelation of God's redeeminggrace,
finally and perfectly disclosedin the face
of His incarnate Son. As He is lifted up
in its pages,our mind is illumined, our
spirit convicted, and our faith kindled
(2 Tim. 3:15-16;John 5:39; Heb. 4:12;
Rom. 10:8,17;I John 5:13).And through
and
trust in Christ, the !7ord regenerates
sanctifiesour life, and givesjoy, peace,and
security forevermore (1 Peter l:23; 2:2;
2 Peter 1:4;John l5.3; 17 17 Eph. 5:26;
Acts 15:31;20:32;Rom. 15:14).From beginning to end, our spiritual life flows out
of the Holy Bible.
'We
can understand, then, John \Tesley
praying: "O give me that Book. At any
price, give me the Book of Godl let me
Robert E. Coleman is
director of thc Schoolof
\Yorld Mission and
Evangelism,Trinity
EuangelicalDiuinity School,
D eerfield, Illinois. He
holds a Ph.D. from the Uniuersity of
Iowa. His books are translated into 70
languages.
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be a man of one Book." Should not this
be the desire of us all? Not that other
books are ignored, but that our preeminent concern is to learn the preceptsof
the one Book inspired by God, until the
very thought-forms of Scripture unconsciously constrain our thinking.
Such saturation does not come without effort. Iearning the Scriptures, like
searchingfor gold, requiresdisciplineand
hard work. The richesareusually hidden
and must be dug out. Only the person

hand for reference,along with a concordance, Bible dictionary, and commentary.
These should not become a crutch. Any
discipleof Christ can becomea proficient
interpreter of the Scripture, if he will let
the Spirit lead him, and follow basicprinciples of study.
Seek to get a perspectiveof the overall situation through the author's eyes.
Beforewe can adequatelyunderstand what
the Bible meanstoday, we need to realize
what it meant when written. This reouires

r

Lteorning the

Scriptures,
like
searching
for gold,
requiresdisciplineend
hard work,
who approachesthe task with dedication
is likely to mine the treasure.
As a minimum, we need to establish
a habit of reading the Bible every day,
following someplan that assurescovenlge
of the total biblical message.Gking a
daily portion from both the Old Gstament and the New Gstament is common.
Some people will pace themselvesto go
through the whole Bible every year.
Invariably there will be someareaswe
will want to pursue in depth. Materials
preparedfor study may be helpful in getting started.Regularperiodsfor intensive
perusalofthe text should be set aside,if
not every day,then at intervals during the
week.
Have severaldifferent translations at

developing an inquisitive mind, asking
questionsof the text, alwaysprobing the
meaning and significance behind the
words. Recognizethe kind of person the
writer was. How would his previous experienceinfluencethe writing? Tiy to feel
his mood, as well as the characterof the
audienceaddressed.Observe the location,
period in history, ethics of the time, customs of the people,their needsand aspirations. Note illustrations, descriptions,
things compared and contrasted, causeand-effect relationships. Come to grips
with the real issue-the pressing theme
dominating the passage.
Inspiration of the Bible is wedded to
language,not just thoughts. A knowledge
continuedon page 55
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lenl FaIweII Comments
continuedfron page 8
jobs that allow our free enterprisesystem
to operate without undue governmental
intervention and control.
The principle of the Abrahamic
covenant (Gen. 12:L3; Rom. ll:.1.2).
Throughout history, God blessedevery
nation in regard to its relationship with

lsrael. Since the reestablishingof the State
of Israel in 1948,the United States has
supported her right to exist. Likewise,
Israel has been our greatestally in the
Middle East.There are factions lobbying
to diminish, if not destroy,our support
'We
for Israel.
must look for candidates
who support the right of the State of
Israel to exist.
The principle of God,centered
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of our culturefor decades.
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Christians.
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who caresaboutthe futureof Christianitv
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or
$6.95 paper
$12.95 ctotr.
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write to the addressbelow
( a d d$ 1 . 0 0t o m a i l o r d e r s ) .

education (Deut. 6:4,9; Eph. 624).
The fathers of our nation predicatedour
founding documents on a belief in a
Supreme Being. The Judeo-Christian
principles permeatetheir legislativeorganization and direction. In the sixties and
seventieswe sawthe SupremeCourt decide
that the Fint Amendment to the Corsritution meansthat government shall exclude
religion from public places,and concurrently, we have witnessed the rise of
SecularHumanism, by its founders' definition, a religion that believesin the supremacy of man above all things.
The SecularHumanist philosophy permeatestextbooks and teaching methods,
and God has been expelled from our
schools-no audible prayers,no biblical
accountsof the Christmas story, and no
recognized Bible clubs. Recent actions
such as the equal accessbill mark the
'We
must look for
beginning of a change.
candidates who will ensure that young
people will have the freedom to exercise
their religious beliefs and that schools
refrain from mandating the religion of
SecularHumanism.
The protection of the citizenry
(Gen. 14:13.24; lTilrl^.5:8). The free
world facesthe threat of a constant foe.
the Soviet (Jnion, whose goal is to rule
the world, taking one nation at a time.
Over 40 percent of the world's population
is now enslavedby Marxist-leninism. The
thought of war is terrifuing, but just as
terrifuing is the thought of living a life
without freedom-where God is denied
and where freedom of speech is nonexistent. We must look for candidates
who support a strong military defenseand
who arewilling to make a longrange plan
for the security and well-being of our
children.
I encourageeveryvoter to investigate
the positionsof all candidatesrunning for
office, and compare those positions to
voting records.After making an informed
decision,I urge you to get involved in the
campaign,and by all means,vote on elec!
tion dav. November 6.
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An Arena for PerfectingOur Lives
A Christian Approach to Competitive Sports
by lames R. Euans

the person
isw important
Thrprocess of deaeloping
itself.
as the performonce
ow many times have you attended an athletic conresr
at a Christian institution and

left wondering about the attitudes of
coaches,players,or fans?How many times
have you seena Christian coach ranting
and raving uncontrollably throughout an
athletic contest?Have you ever listened
to vehement abusehurled at officials, or
insults thrown at the opposition by the
NOVEMBER1984

parents and other fans during a sporting
contest between two Christian schools?
Few arenasequal the field of athletic
competition when it comesto putting the
acid test to the principlesthat Christians
and Christian schoolsclaim to represent.
Ideally,Christians should find in athletics
a prime oppornrnity to show that a
proper verrical relationship with God
enables positive horizontal relationships

with teammates,competitors, and fans.
However, rapid action and reaction,
under the o(treme prcssurcto win, creates
situations where the old nature surfacesall
too quickly-before a gallery of spectators,
and beforethere is a chanceto consciously allow God to take control and protect
our witness for Him.
As only one aspectin a myriad of acrivities ar,ailablefor the developmentof the
A1

whole being, athletics plays a role of varying importance to each Christian. But
whatever the extent of involvement
-ftom
devoted athlete to occasional

If athleticscannot be an arenafor the
perGcting of our lives in Christ, for the
development of Godlike character,then
it should either be changed or stopped
altogether.
The Christian needs to ask himself
what he desiresto gain from parricipation
in athletics,and he needsto evaluatewhat
God would havehim gain 6om his athletic
experiences.\fes Neal statesin ThE Haldbcnkof C,oachingPafeairn,
"Gods only goal
for you is to conform you to the likeness
of JesusChristl' Since this is God's only
goal for onds entire life, it becomesthe only
legitimate purpose for involvement in
athletics.
This is not to say that winning is not
important and should not be a goal. Winning is a manifestation of the desireto excel thereforestriving to gain the victory is
important. The apostlePaul illustratesthe
concept in Philippians 3:12-14when he
spectator--Christiansshould seeathleticsas
a means for the development of marure,
declareshow he continually strives to atGodlike character.This principle, of course, tain the goal and to win the prize to which
is not limited to athletics.Scripturee><horts God has called him in Christ Jesus.
us to do all to the glory of God.
Although Paulis referringto spiritual goals

Wnni'g is o

monifestation
of the
desireto excel;
thereforestriuing
to gainthe victoryis
importnnt,
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and eternal rewards, the precept is applicable to all that a Christian endeavors
to dq as all that he doesshould be a reflection of who he is. Therefore, a Christian
approach to athletics should embody the
desireto excelto the fullest of one's potenrial. But winning must be kept in perspective and valued for what it is-victory in
a temporal contest.
The problem is that the Christian has
adopted the world's concept of successand
victory-that only the resultsflashed on a
scoreboardare worthy indicators of winning. Christians need to emphasizethat
winners in athletics are those who struggle
day after day to develop as people conformed to God's expectations for them.
'Winners
are those who endure, those who
withstand the trials with perseverance.
Only as an athlete internalizesthese types
of atitudes can he grow in statureand gain
the real benefits of competition (fames
1:24).Vhen an upserat the hand of the
underdog or a debilitating injury can be
handled with graciousnessand joy, then
athletics can serye as a springboand for
teaching athleteshow to cope with living,
and the importanceof having etemal goals.
The world seerrrsto view personalstativ
tics as paramount and concern for teammates and the tearrls overall successas
secondary.Today'ssuperior athletesinsist
that a team be molded around them. A
person is valued becauseof his accomplishments-not becauseof who he is morally
or ethically. In fact, there is a tendency
to overlook lifestyledeficienciesin heroes
that we do not overlook in others.
If Christians are truly committed to
developing a godly approach to athletics,
uniry and sacrificeof self for the benefit of
others must be emphasized.lndividuals
must considerhow they can mesh into the
composition of the team, what roles they
can z$sumein order to allow the team to
best achieve its goals. First Corinthians
12:12-26teachesthe value of all the parts
of a body, the need each part has for the
others. The passage also amplifies the
special importance and corsideration of
seeminglylesseror weakerparts. Christiars
needto exercisewisdom when dealingwith
the many athleteswho are not superstars.
Specialcarc must be taken to build up and
encourage each participant. Athletics
should strive to teach people to r,alue one
another simply becauseof who they are,
not becauseofwhat they do or do not accomplish. Each person needs to be considered as uniquely gifted by the Creator
FUNDAMENTAL]ST JOURNAI

and preparedby Him to fulfill a specific
function on a tearn.
Contests should be entertaining, not
only for the participants but also for the
spectators.The world seemsto have lost
this conceptthrough the adoption of the
"win-at-all-costs"ethic. Reports of fan
violence,bending or breaking rules, and
askinginjured playersto perform are vivid
examplesof how much the unregenerate
man overemphasizes
a "'W'in the victory
column. Frequently, Little lcaguers are
beratedby coachesand parents for failing to perform at expected levels. High
school athletes are mandated to attend
off-seasonpractices and camps to hone
their skills in order to defeat other
schools. The pressure to win and the
businessaspect of athletics have eliminated the fun of competition.
Christiars have a responsibility to
preservethe fun of playrngthe game.Chriv
tian athletesshould leave a contest feeling
fulfilled,sensingthe blessingof having competedto the best of their abiliry. Christian
parcnts and spectators should leave the
arena with gladnessat having witnessed
athletes using Godgiven talents to the
fullat. This doesnot mean that we should
not prcparc properly, but rather that our
preparation should be given a prcper
perspective,commensuratewith the level
of our competitive play.
Those involved in athletics have a
special relarionship and responsibiliry to
each other. The coach is charged with
developing the skills and talents of the
variousathletesand with molding the team
as a unit. He is responsible for practice
schedulesand team disciplinary standanCs,
for mapping game strategiesand for instituting adjustments in the game plan as
the contest progresses.And the Christian
coach is charged with some awesomeresponsibilities before God. By the very
nature of his position, he will have a profound effect upon the lives of the young
athletesunder his tutelage. Coaches not

James R. Evans is
dean of stul"entsand
athletic directorat Miarr.i
Christian School,Miami,
Florida. He halds an
M.A. in guidance counselingfrom
Eastem Michigan U niuersity, Ypsilanti,
Michigan.
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only train young men and women and e><.
pand the limits of their physicalskills, they
often shape a philosophy for the field of
competition that so penneatesthe athletes'
thinking that they apply it to every aspect
of their lives. Therefore. the Christian
coach must be a mafure man or woman
of God, one who is sensitive regarding
biblical aftitudes about the value of people, winning and losing,obedienceto rules,
discipline, responsibility, and many other
areas.
A common view of athletesis that they
are a specialbreed-to be reveredand given
privileged treatment. Even at the high
school level, the athlete is not e>cpected
to

n,

Chnstinn

approachmnt be
distinctivelydifferent
becouse
the starting
pointof Christianityis
distinctively different.
live by preciselythe sameconduct regulations as the non-athlete. After all, he is
competing for the "good old schooll' He is
bringing fame to the school and has sacrificed much in preparation Young athletes
are also seenas merc pawnsto be manipulated by coaches,parents,and others in the
quest for a championship.Little or no consideration is given to the individual within
the finely tuned body of the athlete. How
often are these attitudes reflected in the
Christian view of athletics?
The Christian community must focus
its attention upon the athlete-personand
develop a conect concept of how involvement in athletics is going to benefit the
young participant and bring him to maturity. \ilhen athletes are recognizedas creations of God, who desiresfellowship with
them, then the primary goalwill be to convince them that the most important aspect
of life is not athletic aftainment but a life
in Christ. Then athletesare not objectsto
be manipulated and falsely idolized, but
they become personsto be loved and disciplined. They become people in whom
time and prayer arc gladly investedasthey

grow into maturity of Christlikeness.They
become the goals of athletic prcgrams
rather than the meansof building a superstar progam. Aspects such as winloss
records and glamorous faciliries become
to the developmentof each persorls character.
Furthermorg opponents and officials
are also made in the image of God, and
they are either regenerated people, or
unregeneratedpeople in need of salvation
through Christ. Emphasis must be given
as to how to properly relate to the 'bther
guys" in the game. The importance of
recognizing their skills and achievements
and not besmirching their accomplishments or character must be stressed.
Finally, the largestand most neglected
segment associated with an athletic
'Who
contest-the spectators.
are these
wildly chanting beastly characters?The
simple tmth is that they are no different
in their basic composition from those
engagedin gamecompetition. A Christian
approach to athletics must include a concern for the fans as well as for the athletes
and coaches.
As spectatorslook on during a contest
and as they observethe atrnospherewithin
the arenas of our Christian institutions.
they must seea distinctive difference.The
intensity of play, the skills demonstrated,
or the strategiesused may not differ from
worldly counterparts, but the attitudes
Christians er&ibit and the aura they e><ude
must be unique. ("By this shall all men
know that ye are my disciples,if ye have
love one to another;'John 13:35).
Christian irstitutions mu$ nurrure
within the hearts and minds of all their
constituency atritudes that honor Christ
and are distinctively Christian. The Christian approachmust be distinctivelydiferent
becausethe starting point of Christianiry
is distincrively djtfferent.To have an impact
on the athletic community, Christians must
be a peculiar people with a peculiar
ideological bent toward all that they say
and do. Their emphasismust be people
oriented, and they must recognizethat the
prccessof developing the person is as important as the performance itself.
The goal should be to develop individuals who are prepared to ocemplifr
Christ in all that they do Gary'Warnerin
Cnnytition expressed
it best 'It is not what
the gamedoesto us but what we do to the
game It is not what the gamebrings to us
but what we bring to the game.BringJesus.
Ot mavbe we'd better stav awavl'
O

he Olympics have come and
gone in a national flurry of excitement and oatriotism. Milliorrs
of Americans sat glued to their television
sets by the hour to watch Peter Vidmar,
Mary l-ou Retton, and Rowdy Gaines win
medalsand rcestablishAmerica'sreputation
as a world leaderin sports.The medal winners have been interviewed and questioned about everything ftom parents to
polirics, with America eagerlylistening to
each tale of nial and testing on the road
to victory.
'We
idolize sports heroes.Children and
teenagersrespectsuccessfulathletesand try
to duplicatetheir efforts.Often parentsurge
their children to at leastparticipatein some
sport, secretlyhoping to spot a Carl lewis
of the future.
Glevision brings theseathletes"up close
and personal]' making us in awe of these
ordinary human beings who can perfiorm
feats.This awe is transferred
e><traordinary
to other sports-ft,om professionalteamsto
the Little league.
Wherq then, doesthe Christian athlete
(and coach) fit in this highly competitive
environment?While winning at any cost
has become the norm of expectationsfor
today's secular athletes, winning souls for
Jesus Christ must be the norm for the
Christian sportsman.How can a Christian
athleteusesportsto win more than a medal
or game?How can athletics become an
avenue to win souls for the kingdom of
Uodl

As a professionalsoccer player in the
English First DMsion with leeds United
Football Club, I had the prMlege of rep
resenting my homeland of Scotland in
matchesthroughout Europefor 15 seasons.
After I retired from playrng, I was head
coach for Birmingham Football Club for
7 years.
Although I can look back upon my
career as both a player and a coach with
a greatdeal of satisfacdon,I still regretthat
I did not know the [-ord JesusChrist as
my personal Saviour during this time. So
M
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MAKING
YOUR
ATHLETIC
ABILITY
COUNT
by V/illiam BelI

IT
L LOW COn A

Christionathlete
usesports to win
morethana medol
or gome?
often I was in a position to present the
gospelto lost souls in Communist countries, yet I was unable to do so becauseI
too was unsaved! Athletes arc enthusiastically welcomed by the governments of
Communist bloc nations and can enter
their borderswithout the slightestbaggage
search. \7hat opportunities I lost to
distribute Bibles in these countries!

I came to know the Lor,C at a small
church in Massillon, Ohio, when I was 40
yearsold. On that day in Massillon I knew
that I would never be the same again. I
wanted to offer my Saviour all that I had,
and I realized that my talent as a soccer
coach was part of what I could offer.
Vithin months of my conversion,God
called me to work in California with
Athletes in Action, affiliated with
Campus Crusade for Christ. As *y
family and I left England to embark upon
what would be the greatest and most
demanding adventure of our lives, we left
behind puzzled parents and relatives who
loved us but who could not fathom why
I had relinquished a secureand rewarding
career for a coaching job with a team of
Califomia soccerplayerswhosequality was
dubious at best. In essence,our relatives
simply did not comprehendhow one could
put total faith in God to fulfill his needs.
If anyone doubts that athlerics can be
a successfultool for evangelization,all he
has to do is observefuhletes in Acrion during a sportingevent such as a soccermatch.
After the match wasc /er, the athleteseach
gavetheir testimony to the opposing team
and the crowd. Many athletes and fans
who would never darken a church door
wercmore than eagerto listen to an athlete.
This proved to be extremely helpful in
presenting the gospel to hundreds. Even
more thrilling, and perhapsmore effective,
were the many clinics that we set up in
public parla. Often asmany as 200 children
and their parcnts would attend. Our
players would coach the children in the
fundamentalsof the sport; then they would
prcsentthe gospelto theseyoungsters,who
would give their undivided aftention.
Precededby much fervent prayer, these
clinics proved to be a great blessing as
hundreds carne to know Christ as their
Saviour.
Realizingthis successencouragedme to
challenge not only the amateur players
from the other teamsbut also the semiprofessionalplayerswe encountered,many of
FL]NDA,IMENTALISTJOURNAL

whom were Mo<ican. Using one of our
teammemberswho speal<s
Spanishfluently,
we were able to clearly communicate the
gospelto them. Not only did children and
players respond to this unique way of
presentingthe gospel, but parents would
often speakto us about the changein their
childrerls lives. As a result. we were able
to witnessto the parcnts and continue to
disciplethe children in the weeks ahead,

grassand listen as we prcsentthe gospelto
them. Men who areembitteredtowanCanv
referenceof Christ open up when socceris
usedto establisha line of communication.

f:

(rod conusean\one
for His gloryoslong
oshe is surrendered
to Him.
or refer them to ministers of local Biblebelievingchurches.
After a year with AIA, God called me
to Liberry Baptist College in Lynchburg,
Virginia. I had no doubts that we were
following God's will in moving to Lynchburg, but I wondered if the oppomrnities
for soulwinning would be as numerous as
they had been with AIA. Today I know
that being at LBC has been the most
rewandingexperienceof my liG. Not only
do we have numerous oppom:nities to
witnessfor Christ. but I am also able to
invest my life in many young men and
women who will go into the world as missionaries,businessmen,teachers,politicians,
and so forth. I can sharewith these young
people that God can use anyone for His
glory as long as he is surrenderedto Him.
If He could take me, at 40 years old, and
let me help fuIfiIl the Great Commission,
I know He can do even more wonderfirl
things in the lives of these young people
who have even more years to serve Him.
\ilorking at LBC not only givesme the
oppornrnity to witness on the soccerfield,
but to retum to my homeland once a year,
taking with me grearpreachersand gospel
singersfrom the ministries here to presenr
the gospelin schools,churches,and prisons
there.
'While
on thesemissionaryjoumeys, we
have doors opened to us only becauseof
my reputation as an English soccerstar.For
instance,prison governorswill allow us to
conduct clinics where prisoners sit on the
NO\GMBERI9B4

Frequently they tell us that we are the
first to sharethe gospelwith them-much
to the chagrin of prison chaplains,someof
whom deeply resent our coming in and
rocking their boas. As alwaysGod is faithfuI. \ile often discover at least one bornagain prison staff member (a guard, for
instance) willing to minister to the new
converts when we leave.This is in marked
contrast to the occasionswhen the college
soccertearnleadsmembersof opposingsoccer teams to Christ, and we can use the
resourcesat the Christian Serviceffice to
tell them about fundamental churches in
their area.
The Christian athlete'srole in carrying
out the Great Commissioncan be a central

one--if he is willing to meet certain spiritual
criteria and become an effective tool of
God. He must be abovereproachboth on
and off the field. He cannot be a witness
for Christ unlessothers seeChrist in him.
Thus an er<emplary
characteris mandatory.
Christians should be ableto show that they
are different from others when they are
under the prcssureof the game. This in
itself can aid in winning the lost to Christ.
For irstance, a hundler in the 1908Olympics, ForrestSmithson, capturcd the imagination and hearts of sports fans when he
won the 110-meterhunClesrunning with a
Bible in his hand. In addition to winning
this event, he also set an Olympic record.
Certainlv Christian athleteshave come
a long way since then. Ibday it is commonplace for the public to hear worldfamousathletesgive God the glory for their
successes.
In America, football tearns are
seenbefore a gameon their kneespraying
to God. Such courageousathleteshave an
o<rraonCinary
opportuniry to help fulfill the
Great Commission.
Whether your involvement is in profev
sional sports,amateursports,Linle League,
or a weekdayaerobicsclass,be willing to
stand up and be counted for Christ. The
Christian athlete does have a definite role
in the sportsworld that
the vain
goal of winning for self-edification-that of
telling and showingthelost that Christ can
and does make a difference.The athletic
field is a $eat mission field.
D

William Bell, EnglishCap
Final / League Championship Medalist, is
head. soccercoach at Liberty Boptist
College, Lynchburg,V irginia.
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An Interview with

Iohn Mac.Arthur,
fn
Questions and Answers

John MacArthur, Jr.,is pastor.teachero,fGrace Comrnunity Churchin Sun Valley, Colifornia,
wher-eover 70,000 peopleattend.on Sundiys. His radio Ur""aiiil-;cror"
to youl, is heardon
nearly 2oo stations-nationwide, and his tafe mini.stry distributes abiut 1 million cassettesper
year worldwide. John is a fifth'seneration preacher. He ottend.ed
Bob JoneslJniq,rersity,pacific
College,anil Talbot Theological Seminori. whtte considered coitroiersial;r,
,o-" iircles, in
this highly_informative and provocotitte interq.tiewMacArthur ,"lr"it, his Fundnmentalistroors.
He candiilly sPeckshere on severol issues,including the role of the-iiior,
the plurality of elders,
anil the importance of eaangelism.
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How were you called to rhe ministry?
X{.
A
A:
There was never a time in my life when I didnt feel
directedby the lond toward the minisny. In fact, I never seriouslv
consideredanything else.I think the best definition of the New
Gstament call to preach is found in I Timothy 3, where it is
referredto as a "desirel' I had a desirefor the ministry and for
nothing else.I believethat is the indication of God's prompting
the heart. First Timothy 3 says,"lf a man desireth" o{fic. .^.. hI
desiretha good work]' and then it teachesthat the church is
to evaluatethat man by virtue of his fulfilling the qualifications
listed there.

Q:

Why did you choose Glbot Theological Seminary?

3 L ** a personal thing with me. I went to Glbot
Seminary becauseDr. Charles Feinberg(dean emeritus) was a
very dear friend of my father and a man of God and of the Word.
All I wanted to do was learn the Bible. My desireto learn was
even-strongerthan my desire to preach. From early in my life
I.had a real hunger to understand the Bible. Thosetwo things
drove-methrough seminary, and I pursued everything I .orlid
to help me understand the Scripture. I avoided everything
peripheral to that.

R.:^,

When did you become pastor of Grace Community

A
A:
I worked with my dad while I wasin seminaryand for
few yearsfollowing. I preachedwith him and did everything
3
in the church from cleaningthe bathroomsto running th"'yo.rtfr
program.All through my college and seminary days I taught
the collegeclassand worked with various ministries, thus learrrlng
NO\GMBERI9B4
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I Urt ruewe mustpreachthe

truth, coll for peopleto mokea
commitmen|and let the Spirit
of God work in their heaits.
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the great diversity of functions in the
church. For nearly three years I was on
the Glbot Seminary staff, doing various
tasksbut primarily traveling and preaching (35-40 times a month) all over the
country in schools, colleges,churches,
and conferences.
That wasvery important
in terms of helping to refine my preaching. lt wasn't something I really wanted
to do but something I felt I should do.
I really grew to understand churchesand
schools, and got a feel for where I fit.
However, my heart was hungry to shepherd peoplebecauseI really believein the
local church as God's institution for
teaching His \ilord, caring for His flock,
and reachingthe lost. The "10 suits-lO
sermons" routine did not build deep
spiritual character,and I really neededto
get into the Word for my own growth, and
to satisfomy tremendoushunger to know
the Bible. Grace Community Church
called me to fill the pulpit after two successivepastorshad died of heart attacks.
They were an excellent group of about
450 people. The first Sunday night I
preachedon Romans7. I spokeabout an
hour and 25 minutes and didn't even
realize it. Thev were accustomedto 30minute sermons,and my wife said, "\7ell
that's the end of that. They'll never invite you backl' But the oppositehappened!
They said,"This is what we wantl'And
I said,"That's what I want-a peoplewho
want this."

A.

A{t
How would you describe your
philosophy of the purpose and firnction
of the church?
A:
Well, let me pur it as simply as
I can. I am interestedin maintaining a
biblical format. I don't careabout success
methods, or gimmicks, or psychological
leadershiptechniques. I do read and try
to interact with what's going on in the
culture, but I try to sort out what the
Word of God saysabout the church and
follow that.
My background on church orgarization is quite diverse.I attendedBob Jones
University which taught no particular
church governmentposition; PacificCol.
lege which was Methodist; and Glbot
Theological Seminary where I was given
a view that wasbasically Presbyterian.On
top of that my dad was a Baptist pastor.
I decided I wanted to go back to the
Word of God and find out what the Bible
48

said. The thing that hit me hardest was
Ephesians4:71-12,that the goal of the
church was the "perfecting of the saints,
for the work of the ministry, for the edifuing of the body of Christ." So that becamemy commitment. My philosophyof
ministry was that I would perfect the
saintsand build men around me to assist
me in the perfecting of the saints. The
saints would then do the work of the
ministry, and the body would be built
up-not only spiritually, by edification,
but also numerically, by evangelization.
'We
are totally committed to both. The

never have an invitation without people
coming into our prayer room. I believe
that all preaching must basically be persuasivepreaching.When someonecomes
to hear me speak,I am trying to urge him
to make a decision. ln other words. the
whole goal of my preaching is to pin the
guy to the wall. He is going to have to
say "I will" or "I won't do that." At the
closeof everyserviceI saysomethinglike,
"lf you want to know JesusChrist, if you
want to come to God, if you want to realize the forgivenessof your sins and embrace the lord JesusChrist, then I want

M,

hyof
PhilosoP

ministrywosthot I
wouldperfectthe
sointsand build men
eroundme to cssistme
in the perfecting
of the sdints.
ultimate building of the body must come
when you add one more voice to the
"Halleluiah Chorus."
a

o One of the criticismsof "MacArthurismi'if we may usethat term, is your
perceivedlack of commitment to evangelism. Would vou addressthat issue?
I believe in evangelismwith all
l\:
my heart and soul. I want to be faithful
as a personal evangelist. I want to be
faithful to speak on behalf of Christ at
every opportunity I have, and I want my
people to be that way. At the sametime,
I will not stoop to manipulation. Shortterm evangelismdoesn't interest me, nor
does preaching an inadequate gospel. I
dorlt want to fall prey to the "cheap gracd'
approach.I am committed to evangelism,
and we literally do everything we can at
Grace Community Church to accomplish
that. We see hundreds of people saved
and baptized every year. !7e never have
a servicewithout an invitation. and we

you to come to the prayerrooml'I believe
we must preachthe truth, call for people
to make a commitment, and let the Spirit
'We
of God work in their hearts.
alsohave
people savedat our baptismal and Com'We
munion services.
are also committed
to training our membership to do personal evangelism.\fe have used a fourmonth program to train over 2,000 of our
own people in the past five years.Of our
$9 million annual budget, nearly 50 percent goesto evangelismand missionsout.
reach.Mature people are productive; immature ones are not. We believe that if
the saints are built up and perfected, they
will do the work of evangelismand bring
their friends to Christ.

\Uhat is your position on the
Lt:
ol,rllitu of elders?
I believe the staff of a church
A:
ought to be populated by two kinds of
people-evangelists and teaching pastors.
I don't think an evangelistis necessarily
FUNDAMENTALIST JOURNAL

a guy with a road show. I believe that the
biblicalevangelistis someonewho can go
whereChrist is not named, bring those
peopleto JesusChrist, and build them up
in the faith. Every church staffneeds such
gifted men to lead in reaching the lost.
I would have an evangeliston my team
beforea Christian education director or
someother popular position. And I thank
God for the evangelistswe have at Grace
who bring in new sheepfor me and other
shepherdsto feed. In the New Gstament
the early church was led by a plurality of
godly men. The Bible calls them elders,
overseers,presbyters, pastors, and so
forth. I am convinced that the Bible
teachesthe plurality of pastors.Grms are
a matter of perspective.\flhen you look
at the pastor in his role as an elder, you
seehis maturity; in his role asan overseer,
you seehis responsibility; in his role as
a pastor,you seehim as a feeder. He is
a mature,godly man who feedsand leads.
That's all. And to me, that is what God
wants to raise up to lead His churchmature,godly men who feed and lead. I
havebeenwrongly accusedofpropagating
something else. I believe that the Bible
clearly teachesa plurality of godly men
leading the church, and they do it by
feeding and leading. Obviously, it must
be that in somevery smallchurches,there
maybe only one such leader,but the goal
is to have a load shared,and responsibility
divided.
lt.
Are vou the pastor-teacher?
\-rlo
.^^
Yes.Among the plurality of godly
A:
feedersand leaders in the church there
is diversity of firnction, though there is
unity of office. Note that in the New
Gstament the word "elder" always appearsin the plural, except twice when it
is used in referenceto the "elder John]'
becauseit is singling out one man. In
everyother church situation it is used in
plurality. Let me grve you this illustration.
Among the apostlesyou have 12men, all
of whom, according to Matthew 19:28,
will sit on 12 thrones to judge the 12
tribes of Israel. There is an equality of
position, dignity, honor. In all four lists
ofthe apostles,there are three groups,and
the namesin the three groups are always
the same.The names are mixed in each
list, but the first name is always Peter.
And within group one Peterpresides.In
group two the leader is alwaysPhilip. In
group three the leader is alwaysJames,

son of Alphaeus. Now that saysto me
you have leaders over leaders, leaders
under leaders,and leadersamong leaders.
In the plurality of godly leadersthere is
always diversity. Peter was the recognized
leaderof the Twelve,the spokesman.Yet,
he was not the organizational leader of
the church at Jerusalem.That was the
role ofJames,our Lord's brother. No one
man was over everything. My particular
role by God's ordination and call is to
speak in the public worship servicesof
this church. Now that does mean that I
have a unique influence in the church,
but it doesn'tmean that I run the church
unilaterally. Quite the contrary. My one
authority is the Bible. Apart from Scripture, my personal preferencesare no more
authoritative' than anyone else's, and
others demonstrateskills that sumassmv
own in given areas.
In your role as a pastopteacher,
Q:
what are your personalstudy habits?
I believe my role here and my
A:
place among the eldersin this church is
to be that pastor-teacher.My gtft is in that
area,so I spendmy time studying,preaching, and teaching.God hasbrought other
men into leadership,whom the people
respect equally, to carry out the other
elements of leadership.My week is predominantly sient in studying, teaching,
and personal discipleship.On Monday I
do radio and write commentaries.Tuesday
through Friday I zeroin on the messages
for Sunday. If I have to write an article
or work on a book, I try to do that at
home in the evenings.

troversy. But saddest of all is that there
is a massof peoplein fundamental orthodoxy who saythey believethe Bible, but
don't teach it, don't preach it, dorlt even
know what it says.As \ilalter Martin once
said, 'A 90-day wonder out of the
Jehovah's !ilitnesses can take apart the
averageChristian in 30 minutesl'That is
ragic!
Secondly,I think education is a vital
issue.I am deeply concerned about educating men for the ministry. I have a great
heart for pastors.I find such chaos among
the pastorsin terms of knowing what the
ministry is all about. They have gone
through seminaryand still dort't have any
idea what they are doing. The shepherd's
heart somehow seemsto be missing. \7e
must correct our method of training
pastors.
Thirdly, the problems of the family are
devastating. They are a symptom of a
society that is tearing at the foundation
of authority. Family disintegration is going to be much worserwo generations6om
now We must reversethis trend now.l-l

lUtneb,srget
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'!ilhat
are the critical issuesfacLf c
.lr
lng the church toclayl
A:
First. I think that the whole issue
of Scripture is u.rd", attack. The frontal
attack of Liberalism is denying the inerrancy and authority of Scripture, but
there is a rear attack by the Charismatics,who want to add their own expe.
riences and their current revelationsto
Scripture-undermining the singular
uniquenessof Scripture. To have people
pull out their own visions and say that
Jesusspoke to them directly is ruinous.
I think the whole areaof biblical authoriry
is up for gnbs in Charismaticcircles.Sadly,
Scripture is alsobeing attackedby people
who have split over the King Jamescon-
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Timothy
Dwight:
For God,
Country, and Yale
by RobertA. Peterson

hen Timothy Dwight
assumedthe presidencyof
Yale in 1795. he found
that the college was a hotbed of infidel.
ity, where not a single member of the
sophomoreclassprofessedto be a Christian. [.ed captive by the heady philosophy
of the French Enlightenment which was
sweepingthrough America's colleges,the
student body was openly ridiculing the
idea of divine revelation. Things were so
bad that when Dwight met with the senior
class,he found they had jokingly assumed
the namesof the leadingatheistsand deists
of the late eighteenth century.
Considering Dwight's reputation for
learning and scholarship, the students
supposedthat he would follow this latest
trend from Europe. On the first day of
classes,the question was raised-in jest,
no doubt-whether or not the Scriotures
"are the \7ord of Godl' To their g..rt ,.rrprise, Dwight took the question seriously,
and straightway demolished every argument the students could muster.One of
Dwight's biographersrecordedwhat hap.
pened next.
After this. he entered into a
direct defenseof the divine origin
of Christianity, in a strain of powerful argument and animated eloquencewhich nothing could resist.
The effect upon the students was
AA

electrical. From that moment lnfidelity was not only without a
stronghold, but without a lurking
place, To espouseher cause was
now as unpopular as before it had
been to professa belief in Christianity. Unable to endure the ex-

"To

commitour

childrento the c(ne
of ineligtorupersoryis
to commitlnnhs to the
wpenntendency

of wolves!'
posure of argument, she fled from
the retreats of learning, ashamed
and disgraced.
From his strategicposition at the head
of one of early America's foremost universities, Dwight sent wave after wave of his
students into the cities and hamlets of the
new nation. Historians credit Dwight

with sparking the Second Great Awakening, a spiritual revival that girded up the
nation in its infancy and helped ensure
the successof the young Constitution.
Timothy Dwight was without a doubt
one of America's brightest and best. long
glossedover by secularhistorians, Dwight
is known to most Christians as the author
of the hymn "I Love Thy Kingdom, [.otd]'
But Dwight wasalsoa Revolutionary'\[ar
patriot, a pastor, an educator, a poet, a
farmer, a legislator,and as one historian
put it, "a leadingenemy of the more militant infidelity of the [seventeen]ninetiesl'
Indeed, his achievementsin any one of
theseareaswould still warftnt an honorable
menrion in history books. He was a true
Renaissanceman, but without the arrogance that often accompaniessuch rare
men.
Bom on May 14, 1752,D,vight wasthe
grandsonof Jonathan Edwards,famousfor
the sermon "Sinners in the Hands of an
Angry God" which sparkedthe Fint Great
Dwight grewup in Northamp
ton, Massachusetts,where the effectsof his
grandfather'sministry were still being felt.
Rearcd in an atrnosphereof hard work,
piety, and learning, D*ight soon distinguished himself for scholarship. He
learned the alphabet in one lesson,could
read at age 4, and by 6 had a firm grasp
of latin. He was admitted to Yale at 13.
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There he shone brilliantly in theology,
poetry,and music
After graduating from Yale, Dwight
taught for two years in a grammar school
in New Haven. Like almost all early
American schools,this litrle academywas
distinctivelyChristian, not unlike the many
Christian schools springing up all over
America today. ffhe first public school
boarddid not meet until 1833,almost 50
years after the Constitution had been
adopted.)
Having establisheda reputarionasa fine
pedagogue,he was askedto return to his
alma mater as a tutor. Dwight consented,
andfrom 1771ro 1777he remainedat Yale
developinghis Christian philosophywhile
tutoring undergraduates.
This period of Dwight's life came to an
end when he, like many other membersof
"the Black Regimentl' (asJamesOtis called
the clergymenwho fought for the Patriot
cause)became a chaplain to General Parsoris brigade. Between preaching on Sundaysand before battles, Dwight composed
patriotic songsto encouragethe American
troops.In "Columbia" he praisedthe young
nation:
Perfumes,as of Eden, flowed along,
And a voice, as of angels,
enchantingly sungColumbia, Columbia, to glory arise,
The queen of the world, and the
child of the skies.
For Dwight, America was indeed a
child of the skies,having been founded by
Pilgrimsand Puritans and blessedby the
Author of Liberry. Britain's artempt to install an Anglican bishop in the colonies
had only confirmed DwighCsbeliefthat the
war was a religious one, and that the
Patriots were on the side of religious
freedom. Lvrics like those of "Columbia"
must have made the heart of every patriot
swellwith pride. Through po"t y and song,
Dwight gave expressionto the feelingsof
the farmers,rradesmen,and merchantsthat
made up \ilashingtoris army.
ln October 1778,news of his father's
death reachedhim and he was forced to
resignhis office. Ever mindful of his duty
to "provide for his owni' Dwight returned
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home to care for his mother and brother
and sister,as well as his wife and children.
From 1778to 1795he servedas president of Yale and devoted most of his efforts to supporringhis family.On weekdays,
Dwight worked on his farm, while on Sundays he could be found filling the pulpit
of some local church.
\Xtren the farm could no longer support his growing family, Dwight set up his
own private school.In order to reach more
students, Dwight used the Lancastrian
method in which older children help to
teach the younger. Dwight also served in
the statelegislature,and wasinvolved in the
adoption of the MassachusettsState
Constitution.
Despitehis prodigiouslearning and encyclopedic knowledge, Dwight was no
bookworm. Not afraid to set his hands

Nrt afraidto get his
handsdirty,he could
grow corn or ra$e o
barn as well as he

coulddeliuera lecture
on Frenchliteroture,
dirry, he could grow corn or raise a barn
as well as he could deliver a lecture on
French literature. His hands were as callousedfrom hard physicalwork as his eyes
were weary from study. On one occasion
severalworkmen were driving a well for
him. \ilhen they reachedan impassethat
held up their work, Dwight discoveredthe
problem and resolvedit. On another occasion, while on one of his travels,he was
entertained in the home of a friend.
Neighbors-mostly farmers-had been invited to hear his talk of "higher themesof
church and statg and college,on literature,
on philosophy."Irstead, he wasquite content to spendthe eveningtalking about cultivating potatoes and raising sheep.Vith
a wide-ranging intellect Dwight was interested in everything; he took all
knowledge as his province.
His studies in the Scriptures, confirmed by experience,convincedhim of the
necessityof Christian education. Dwight

sawthe dangersof state-controlled,atheistic
-1'Infidel" as he often called it-education.
The movement toward statist education
was already taking place in Europe, particularly in France and Prussia.Speaking
of the Enlightenmentphilosopherswho ad
vocated such a system,Dwight observed:
They are sagaciousenough to
discern that all persons are best fic
ted to receivereligiousimpressions
in
childhood; and that if they are suffered to grow up without them, they
will never receivethem, or receive
them with excessivedifficulry. By
prescribingand urging this mode of
education, they expect to see children habituated to lrreligion, and
confirmed,without argumentor conviction. in infideliw. In this manner . . . they have labouredwith immense industry and art to possess
themselves of the education of
children throughout France, Germany, and other counrriesof Europe.
In order to combat this trend in
America, Dwight stressedthe importance
of a Christian education.
Education ought everywhere to
be religiouseducarion.. . parentsare
further bound to employ no Irstnrctors who will not educate their
children religiously.Jb commit our
children to the careof irreligiouspersons, is to commit lambs to the
superintendencyof wolves.
As an educator, Dwight would have
disagreedwith today'sprogressiveeducators
who "debunk the hero" and out "lnfidels"
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in their place.When he arrived at Yale,for
example, one of his first actions was to
remove the portrait of Joel Barlow, one of
the "Connecricut Wits" whose writings
undermined the Christian faith. Instead,he
held before his students men such as
George \Tashington. Of \Tashington,
Dwight wrote: "The things which he had
done are too grcat, too interesting,ever to
be forgonen. Every object which we see,
every employment in which we are engaged,every comfort which we enjoy, we
owe to \ilashingtonl'
Dwight's testimony as a Christian
educator is a reproach to some Christian
educators today who begin and end class

with prayer, only to leave God out of
science,civics, or history. Dwight went far
beyond this superficialkind of "Christiarf'
education. He not only understood the
philosophyof SeculanHumanism in his day
but wasable to refuteit pornt by point and
present in its place a consistent Christian
worldview.
According to Dwight, the atheism he
found so rampant at Yale when he took
over was due to "philosophical pride, and
the love of sinning in security and peace3'
In order to combat the growth of infidelity, which wasbeing imported from Europe,
Christian Americans had to stop halting
between two ooinions and stand with the
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lord. His clarion call to revival is as relevant today as it was in 1801:
To this end you must cooly,
firmly, and irrevocably make your
determination, and resolve, that
Jehovah is your God, and that you
will serve him only. . . . Let me at
the sametime warn you, that your
enemiesarc numerous, industrious,
and daring, full of subtlety, and full
of zeal. . . .ln this contestyou may
be left alone. Rar not; "they that be
for you will even then be morc than
they that are againstyoul'Almighty
power will protect, Infinite wisdom
will guide, and Unchangeable
goodness will prosper you. The
Christian world risesdaily in prayer
to heaven for your faithfulness and
success;the host of sleeping saints
callsto you from the grave,and bids
you Godspeed. The spirits of your
fathers lean from yonder skies to
survey the conflict, and your
children of many generations, will
rise up, and call you blessed.
Dwight's faithful preachingof the \ilonC
of God and consistenttestimony beforehis
students led to the salvation of many. In
1802.a revival at Yale saw the conversion
of one-thir,Cof the student body (?5 out
of 225 students).As the yearspassed,more
students vielded their lives to Christ and
rallied under the banner of the Cross.Thus
beganthe SecondGreat Awalaning, which
saw the formation of the American Bible
Societyin 1816,the American Tract Society
in 1825, and the American Home Missionary Societyin 1826.Out of Dwight's
classroomscune men such asthe evangelis
Asahel Nettleton and pastors such as
Nathaniel Gylor. Through the Second
Great Awakening, America's Christian
foundation was sffengthened and reinforced. By 1832 one commentator could
write: "Never before has the Holy Spirit
been poured out in so many placesat once:
Never before has the lord Jesusgathered
so many into his churches,in the spaceof
time. bf such as shall be saved!' "
America today is in need of men such
as Timothy Dwight-men who will yield
their talents and lives to Christ and
eamestly contend for the faith at work, at
homg in the halls of civil gwemment, fiom
the pulpit, and in our schools.Under the
leadershipof such men, perhaps God will
be pleased to grant yet another "Grcat
Awakeningl'
D
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WhatFart Hath HeThatBelieveth
with an Infidell
by Timotlq Dwight
As presid"ent
of Yale,Timotkl
Dwight was also pastor of the
collegechurch, where his solid
doctrinal sermonsattacked the
skepticismrampant in the student body. He defended the
authenticitl of the Bible, identifying "Infideli4'!-4it6"r'rt'n
and opposition toward Christianiry-as the many of thefaith.
He was instrumental in spearheadingthe great satdent reuio,tal
at Yale in the early nineteenth
century.
This is an ad"aptationof "A
Discourse
on SomeEventsof the
Lwt Centuryl' delic)eredin the
Brick Church in Netr.,Hauen,
Connectiant,I anuary 7, 1801.
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the very
distinction

betweenright

ond wrong,

they proclaimed
themselves
the csserfors
of iustice,
and the champions
of truth,

ur Saviour informs us, "This is the condemnation,
that light is come into the world, and men loved darlc
nessrather than light, becausetl^eir deedswereevill'
and subjoins,"Everyonethat doeth evil hateth the light, neither
cometh to the light, lest his deedsshould be reproved" (John
3:19-20).Here one of the two great causesof lnfideliry is distinctly
and exactly alleged,namely,the opposition of a heart that loves
sinto that truth which demandsof all men a holy life. The other
greatcauseof Infidelity is exhibited with peculiar force in 2 Peter
2:18-19:
"For when they speakgreatswellingwordsof vanity, they
allurethrough the lusts of the flesh, through much wantonness,
'While
thosethat were clean escapedfrom them who live in error.
they promise them liberry they themselves are the servants
[bondslaves]of corruptionl' And in 2 Peter 3:34: "There shall
comein the last daysscoffers,walking after their own lusts, and
saying,Where is the promiseof his coming?For sincethe fathers
fell asleep,all things continue as they were from the beginning
of the creationl'
The Infidels referredto here are plainly the authors of vain
and deceitful philosophy, of sciencefalselyso called, alwaysfull
of vaniry in their discourses.They are scoffers,walking after their
own lusts and alluring others to follow them, promising liberty
and yet being themselves,and making their disciples,the lowest
and most wretched of all slaves,the slavesof corruption. Philosophicalpride and the love of sinning in security and peaceare,
therefore,the two great causesof Infidelity, according to the
Scriptures.
The form has varied. lt was first theism, or natural religion,
then mere unbelief, then animalism, then skepticism,then partial,
NOVEMBER]9M

and then total atheism. Yet it
has, in three things at least,
preserveda generalcorrsistency:
opposition to Christianity,
devotion of sin and lust, and
a pompous profession of love
to liberty.
ln the earlierperiodsof this
controversy there were, however, more frequent efforts at
argumentation on the part of
Infidels. For the last 20 or 30
years they seem to have despairedof successin this field
and have betaken themselves
to that of action and influence.
In this field they have wrought
with a successtotally unprecedented. Nor is this at all to be
wondered at, if we consider the
oppornrnity ofsucceedingpresentedto them by the stateofsociety
in Europe. The excessivewealth of that division of the eastern
Continent has generatedan enormous luxury, the multiplied
enjoyments of which have become not only the ruling objects
of desireand the governing motives of action, but in the view
of a great part of the inhabitants, the necessarymeans of even
a comfortable existence.On these life is employed, ambition
fastened,ardor exhausted,and energy spent.
Jb a mind-to a nation-dissolved in sloth, enervated by
pleasure,and fascinatedwith splendor, the gospelis preached,
and heavenpresented,in rrain. The eyeis closed,the ear stopped,
and the heart renderedgrossand incapableofhealing. The soul
is of course unconsciousof danger, impatient of restraint, and
insensible to the demands of moral obligation. It is therefore
preparedto become an Infidel, without researchand without
conviction. Hence, more sagaciousthan their predecessors,
the
latter Infidels have neither labored,nor wished,to convince the
understanding, but have bent all their efforts to engrossthe
heart.
In the meantime other eventshighly favorableto their designs
have taken place both in America and Europe. The American
Revolution drew toward it at this time the eyesof mankind. The
novelty of the scene,the enchanting sound of liberty, to which
the pulse of man instinctively beats,the sympathy ever excited
for the feebler and suffering party, embarked deeply in the
American causea great part of the civilized world. Benevolent
men of all countries hoped, when the contest was ended prosperously for us, and ardent men boldly pronounced, that a new
era had arrived, that "the iron rod ofthe oppressorwasbrokenl'
53

and that "the oppressedwould soon be
universally set freel'
Among the agents in the American
Revolution were many natives of France.
Thesemen, retuming to their own country,
diffused extensivelythe enthusiasmthey
had cherishedhere and thus hastenedthe
crisis to which France was otherwise
approaching.
In this great moral convulsion Royalry
and Christianity sunk in the kingdom of
France.Emboldened beyond every fear by
this astonishing event, Infidelity, which
anciently had hid behind a mask,walked
forth in open day and displayedher genuine featuresto the sun. \Tithout a blush
she now denied the existenceof moral
obligation, annihilated the distinction
between virtue and vice, challengedand
authorized the indulgence of every lust,
srrode down the barriers of m:th, perjured
herself daily in the fight of the universe,
lifted up her front in the face of heaven,
denied the being, and dared the thunder
of the Almighty.
Elevatedto the chair of dominion, she
usheredforth her edicts with the gravity
of deliberation and the authoritv of law.
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and executed them by the oppressive
hand of the jailor, the ax of the executioner, and the sword of the warrior. All
rights fell before her, all interests were
blastedby her breath, and happinessand
hope were together swept away by her
bosom of destruction.
As if they had desigrredto give the last
wound to virtue, they assumedall her
titles and challengedall her attributes to
their own conduct. Daily forsworn, and
laughing at the very distinction between
right and wrong, they proclaimed themselves the assertorsof justice, and the
champions of tnrth. While they converted
a realm into a Bastille, they trumpeted
their inviolable attachment to liberty.
Vith a little finger,thicker than the loins
of both the monarchy and the hierarchy,
encircled with three millions of corpses,
and in the center of a kingdom changed
into a stall of slaughter,they hung themselvesover with labels of philanthropy.
Nay, they have far outgone all this. Two
of their philosophers declared that, to
establishtheir favorite system,the sacrifice
of all the existing race of man would be
a cheap price: an illustrious instance of
Infidel benevolence,and ofthe excellence
of their darling maxim, that "the end
sanctifiesthe meansl'
It wassoon discoveredthat the liberty
of Infidels was not the liberty of New
England; that France, instead of being
free, merely changed through a seriesof
tyrannies, at the side of which all former
despotismswhitened into moderation and
humanity. Of the immeasurable evils
under which she and her neighbors agonized, Infidelity was the genuine source,
the Vesuviusfrom whose mouth issued
those rivers of destruction that deluged
and ruined all things in their way. It was
seenthat man, unrestrainedby law and
religion,is a merebeastof prey;that licentiousness, although adorned with the
gracefulname of liberty, is yet the spring
of continual alarm, bondage,and misery;
and that the restraintsimposed by equitable laws, and by the religion of the
Scriptures,werefar lessburdensomeand
distressingthan the boasted freedom of
Infidels.
Even soberInfidelsbeganto be alarmed
for their own peace,safety, and enjoyments, and that other men might continue
still to be Christians. Yet Christians saw
with horror their God denied.their Saviour
blasphemed, and war formally declared
against heaven.

If you intend to accomplishanything,
if you mean not to labor in vain, and to
spendyour strengthfor naught, you must
take your side. You must marshall yourselvesin your own defense,and in the
defense of all that is dear to you. You
must meet face-to.facethe bands of disorder, of falsehood, and of sin. Between
them and you there is, there can be, no
natural, real, or lasting harmony. \fhat
communion hath light with darkness?
'What
concord hath Christ with Belial?
\fill you copy their practices?Will you
teach your children that death is an eternal sleep?that the end sanctifies the
means?that moral obligation is a dream?
religion a farce?
To this end you must cooly, firmly,
and irrevocably make your determination,
and resolve,that Jehovah is your God,
and that you will serve Him only. His
enemies are the enemies of yourselves,
and of your children; of your peacg liberry,
and happiness;of your religion, virhre, and
salvation. Their principles abhor; their
practicesdetest.Beforeyour steadyindignation and firm contempt, they will fall,
of course. No falsehood can bear the
sunbeamsof truth; no vice can withstand
the steady current of virtue.
The motivesto this opposition are infinite. Your all, your children's all, is at
stake.If you contend manfully, you will
be more than conquerors; if you yield,
both you and they are undone. You are
endearedby a thousand ties. Your common country is a land of milk and honey.
ln it a thousand churchesare vocal with
the praiseof your Creator; and four thousandschoolsreceiveyour children to their
bosom and nurse them to wisdom and
piety. Your laws,your institutions, your
interests, are one. No mixture weakens,
no strangersdivide you. You have fought
and bled, your fathers have fought and
died, together. !ilith such an interest at
hazard,with such bonds of union, with
such examples,you cannot separate;you
cannot tear.
Lrt me at the sametime warn you that
your enemiesare numerous,industrious,
and daring, full of subtlety, and full of
zeal. \Vere it a war of arms, you would
have little to dread. It is a war of arts; of
temptations; of enchantments; a war
againstthe magiciansof Egypt; in which
no weapons will avail, but "the rod of
Godi' Almighty power will protect, infinite wisdom will guide, and unchangeable goodnesswill prosper you.
D
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Finding the Treasure
continuedfrom page 39
of the original tongue, while useful, is no
requirementfor comprehension, provided
proper attention is given to grammar and
sound exegesis.One way to accentuateinsight is to check one translation with
another.As a generalrule, words should
be understood as having their natural
meaning,unlessa good reasonappearsto
indicateotherwise. \Uordswith an unclear
meaning should be looked up.
God's \ford is a unity, and should be
seenas a whole. The Spirit of Tiuth never
contradicts Himself. Thus one passage
may explain or clarify another. There is
no error on earth that may not find apparent support from some isolated text,
but no error or practice can stand the
light of the complete revelation. Here is
where a growing knowledge of the total
Scripture is helpful. The Scripture has a
wonderful way of explaining itself when
given a chance.
'When
we have learnedwhat the Bible

says,in the context of the writer's purpose, we are in a position to make the
universalapplicationfor all ages,and our
immediate situation in particular. Relate
the lessonto daily experience.What does
the passageteach about God and His relationship to me?For what am I most gratefull \fhat about my relationship with
others?In the home?At work? How are
my attitudes affected?Are there actions
I should change?Is somesin pointed out
I should confess?Do I see any example
to follow? What command is there to
obey?Do I have a promise to claim by
faith?
By memorizing helpful Scripture, we
can meditate on His law day and night,
and be ready anytime to give an account
of the hope that is in us.
Through it all, let us remember that
the Bible was written to discloseChrist,
the
fullnessof God, the expressionof His
'!7ord
i9 human personality.To losesight
of this fact is to obscure the whole redemptivepurposeof revelation.Not only
is Jesus the Master Key unlocking all
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O f f e r i n g a d i sti n cti vee d u ca ti onfor discer ning
students.The difference is worth the distance.
T r a i n i n g C h ri sti a nse rva n tsfo r ministr y in a
progressivesociety.

the treasuresof wisdom, but He is also
the Personin whom our life is being conformed through the \ford.
Mastering the Scripture,of course,re.
quires being masteredby it. No amount
of knowledge can compensatefor submission to the claims of Christ. He is [ord!
\Tithout this commitment we fall into the
same delusion as the religious gentry of
Jesus'day,making zealforthe letter of the
law an occasionfor self-vindication and
vainglory. God resiststhe proud, but He
gives grace to the humble and trusting,
those who seekthe lord with their whole
heart.
As we grow in graceand knowledge,
we will continue to gain new insightstruths that have been hidden from the
ages,things kings and queens have desired to look into, but that God has reserved for His own. It is all there for us
in the Book. We need not search the
libraries of the world to find it, for there
is but onel Tiuly it is the \Uord of Life
Adapted by permission from ?inir1 Voice
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Amazing new book shows how to play and
CHORD any hymn or gospel song you've
ever heard-entirely by ear! How to find the
right starting note, what chords to play and
when to play them. Play in easy keys first,
then in any key. Learn.thesecretsof how to
play by ear and play the hymns you lovenow! 'l0 easy lessons$6.95plus 60rpostage.
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God So loved the World
ometimes the most common things are the least understood. Such may be the casewith the beloved "Gospel
in a Nutshelll'John 3:16.This te><tis so simplethat a little
child can catch its basicmeaningand believeit. Yetthere is depth
here for the most profound thinkers. The original text is loaded
with spiritual significance.Each word is chosen to expressjust
the right emphasis.The order and phrasing are intentionally
designedto makeJohn 3:16important and crucial not only to
its own context but also as a statement in its own right, setting
forth the essentialnature and truth of Christianity.
Johrls declarationthat God loved the world speaksof a divine
total commitment to seekthe world's highest good-a life lived
out in the fullnessthat only salvationthrough His beloved Son
can offer $ohn 10:10;1 John 4:10).
Indeed, John can rightly be called the Apostle of [ove. He
employsthe verb used here (apagan)some three dozen times in
his Gospel and nearly that many in his three Epistles.The noun
form (agape)occurs 8 times in the Gospel and 21 times in his
Epistles.Both noun and verb are found also in the ReveJation.
Perhapsthis is the reasonthat although the word translated"so"
(houtos)in our verseis rightly translated"even so" in John 3:14,
most versionsand commentatorshave properly favored a stress

on the degreeof God's love: God so loved. God's love is of infinite proportion; God loved the world so very muchl
John also speaksoften of the world (kosmos),105 of its 185
occurrencesbeing found in his writings.John fiequently employs
"world" in its rejectionof and oppositionto God, and to Christ's
missionin particular.This world has asits head Satan,the prince
of this world (John 12:31).Although this world hatesthe Son
and knows nothing of Him or of the Father, and seeksonly to
serveits own lusts (fohn 7:7; 1:10;17.25;1John 4:4-6),in His
greatlove God provided for the world's salvationthrough the vicarious substitutionary Atonement of His own dear Son, Jesus
Christ (John 3:17; l:29).
By His finished work Jesushas gainedthe victory over Satan
and the world systemso that all the world may be saved,and
men of faith everywheremay live victorious lives (1 John 5:4-5).
Yea, God leads us to triumph in Christ (2 Col Z:I4).
O tictory in Jesus,nry Sauior,forever!
He soughtme and bought me with His redeemingblood;
He louedme ereI knew Him, and all nq love is due HimHe plungedme to uictorybeneaththe cleansingflood.
-Eugene M. Bartlett
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A ChristianCritique of the University
by Charles Habib Malik, InterVarsity
Press,1982, 118pp.,$4.50.
Reviewedby Margaret A. Schatkin,
associateprofessorof pafistics, Boston
College,Boston, Massachusetts.
In additionto pursuinga careerin
international
diplomacy(hisprestigious
postsand assignmentsin the field of
diplomaryare set forthin the foreuord),
CharlesMalikstudiedphilosophywith
Alfred North Whitehead and Martin
Heidegger;
is the authorof numerous
booksand articles;and has received
morethan 5O honorarydegreesfrom
NorthAmericanand Europeanuniversities.In view of his knowledgeand experience (which have not caused a
diminution
of his Christianfaith)he is
uniquelyequippedto appraisethe present status of the secular university.
As the author points out on page
25, the essenceof the bookwouldbe
moreaccuratelycapturedby the title
What Does Jesus Christ Think of the
Universiffi; however,he settleson the
presenttitle as a literaryconcession.
Malik propounds a theory in which
Christ conceivablyis critical of the
modernsecularuniversity.
The institutionof the universityis seen as a hallmark of Western civilizationwhose
rootsare Hellenicand Aristotelian:
the
questfor objectivetruth. Notwithstanding,thisquestfor the huth mustmerge
with a true faith in Jesus Christ, the
logos(mind,reason)ofGod,to whom
no truth can be alienand who is in fact
the sourceof alltruth.All Westernuniversities(Sorbonne,Oxford,Harvard,
etc) wereoriginallyfoundedon Christ;
this is well-knownhistoricalfact. The
traditionalmottoof HarvardUniversity
(nowusuallynot expressed)is "Christo
et Ecclesiae' (For Christ and the
NOVEMBER 1984

Church) as well as "Veritas"(Truth).
The cleavageof the universityfrom its
Christianfoundationis euphemistically
known as "progressivisml'
On thispointMalikwriteson p.30:
The word progress has many
meanings;but the mostdecisive
of thesemeaningsis preciselyto
turnone'sbackon Christandthe
church. Progressis defined as
movingawayfromChristandthe
church:the morewe do so, the
more we progress. There are
revolutionsand thereare counterrevolutions;the greatestrevolution
ever was Jesus Christhimself.
As a resultof theirdeviation(progress?)from their originaland benign
A
CHRISTIAN
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purposeof servingChrist,the ultimate
truth,the universities
arenot solelyunChristianbut are also un-Hellenic,
and
it is conceivablethat if the university
is not reclaimedfor Christ,the university andthe civilization
of whichit is the
crown may go the obscurantistway of
history.
Malik analyzesthe sciences and
humanitiesas taught in the secular
universities,and shows that they are
wide of the mark. The emphasison
science,combinedwith the exclusion
of faith; the ready acceptanceof the
unprovedtheoryof evolution;the popularapplication
of the scientificmethod
to mattersbeyondthe reachof science;
the emphasison the materialworldto

the exclusionof spiritand significance
(teleology)all constitutea distortionof
the trueplaceof sciencein the structureof knowledg*which the presence
of Christin the universitywouldcorrect.
The humanities,
which Malikconsidersthe heartof the university,also
have been adverselyaffected by the
absenceof Christ.Maliklistsa number
of philosophicalerrors that dominate
the humanitiescurriculum,including
rationalism,
subjectivism,
skepticism,
cynicism,and atheism.He notes on
p.84:
The atheismof the age reflects
itselfin the atheismof the humanities, and the atheism of the
humanitiesin turn rationalizes
and confirmsthe atheismof the
age.
As religion and theology today are
taughtin secularuniversities
froma rationalistic standpoint, little is being
doneto remedyor correctthe atheism
implicitin the field of the humanities.
Malik'ssolutionto thisdilemmamay
be controversial,
namelythe formation
of a ChristianInstituteto monitorthe
secular universities.He apparently
hopesto reformthe establishedsecular universitiesand bringthem back to
Christ.He suggeststhatthe new Christianinstitutions
mustachieveacademic
excellencg including having Nobel
prizewinnerson theirfacultiesand the
creationof greatlibraries-all in order
to gainacademicrespectabilityand acceptabilityin the secularworld.
Thosewho may disagreewith the
book will neverthelessbe fascinated
by its thought-provoking
aspects.lt is
the achievementof an author whose
backgroundin diplomacy,academe,
and religionis second to none-not
only to those in the universityworld but
alsovery generallyto thoseinterested
in the futureof Western,that is Christian,civilization.
Highlyrecommended.
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Spotlight on Stress
by Gary R. Collins,
VisionHouse,1977, 1982,
2 1 7 p p . $, 5 . 9 5 .

and shyness,to how to handleaging,
hostility,and the future.Thereis even
a chapteron how to handlevacations,
of all things!
As I readthroughthesebriefbooks
I foundmyselfmakingquietlittlecomments like "very good,""nice applicationj' and "well said."These are not
psychologytextbooks,nor are they
Bible commentaries.They are readable,practicalbookson subjectscommon to all Christians,and are well
worth the time spent on them.

Calm Down
by Gary R. Collins,
VisionHouse,1981,
154pp.,$4.95.
Reviewedby DavidR. Miller,associate
professorof psychology,LibertyBaptist
College,Lynchburg,Virginia.
Gary Collins,psychologist,
Christian,has writtentwo practicalbookson
the subjectof stress and how to deal
with it. Each book, Calm Down and
Spotlighton Stress,is writtenin a practical and easy-to-readformat, ideally
suitedto an eveningor weekendreading opportunity.
Collinshasa uniquegiftfor writing
so a readerfeelsspokentq makingthe
readablebooksevenmorepleasantto
get into.These books are filledwith
everyday,true-to-lifevignettes,easily
understoodand applied,makingthe
readerfeel that he knowsGaryCollins,
his family,andchurch,and is betteroff
for the acquaintance.
Spotlight on Sfress is the more intense of the two books,concentrating
on the situationsmost likelyto cause
Christiansto encounterstress,andthe
answersfoundin the Bibleand modern
psychology.
Collinsgivesmanybiblical
references,as well as statisticsand
researchfindingsto back up his conclusions.The rootsof stress,stressin
the homeand on the job, the stressof
familyand husband-wiferelationships,
religiousstress, and many more are
looked at briefly but thoroughly.
Calm Down could be considereo
an answerto the first, offering23 short
chapterswith a "how-to-handle'
theme.
A wide rangeof subjectsis coveredfrom how to handlepressure,boredom,
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A ReasonableFaith:
Respondingto Secularism
by AnthonyCampolo,
1983, 199pp.,$8.95.
WordPublishing,
Campoloslatest book is a helpful
additionto the currentliteratureexamining and refutingsecularism.
As a social
scientisthe brings an importantnew
perspectiveto the discussion.The
chapteron moralrelativisrnis especially
worthwhile,but the best part is the conclusion,whicharguesfor a true Chris-D.8.
tian view of being human.
The Confessionsof St. Augustine
translationby E.M. Blaiklock,
ThomasNelson,1983, 285pp.,$6.95.

New International Dictionary of
Biblical Archaeology
E.M. Blaiklockand R.K. Harrison,
editors, Zondervan,1983, 485pp.,
$24.95.

This is one of the greatclassicsin
a new readabletranslation.Augustine's
autobiography,detailing how God
broughthim to a dramaticconversion
after a long search for truth, is must
-D.8.
readingfor all Christians.
Great Asian Religions
by George Fry James King, Eugene
Swanger,Herbert Wolf,
Baker,1984, 227 pp.,$9.95.

This new Regencyreferencework
covers over 800 topics and contains
240 photos and 21 pages of maps
detailing the latest discoveries in
biblicalarchaeology.Contributorsinclude F.F.Bruce,E.M. Blaiklock,and
EdwinYamauchi.Articlesare alphabetically arrangedfor easy referenceto
the history,archaeology,and biblical
significance of each site. Highly
recommendedas a conservativeguide
to interpretingthe world'sgreatestar-E.H.
chaeologicaldiscoveries.

This helpfulbook providesobjective
and up-to-dateinformationon the history practices, social and cultural influences,and beliefsof the sevenmajor
religions-including
Christianity-found
on the Asiancontinent.No critiqueor
analyeisis undertaken,but the resultis
more insightfuland informativefor it.
_D.B.

Choices: Picking Your Way through
the EthicalJungle
by Sandy Lawsenand Dale Lawsen,
HaroldShaW 1983, 64pp., $2.95.

Help in Ages Past,
Hope for Yearsto Come
by Robert L. Cate,
Prentice-Hall,
1983,
2O1pp.,$5.95.

This is an excellentseriesof Bible
studiesfor teens, guidingthe reader
through individualBible passagesby
having him answer a series of questions.lt will work wellwith one person
or as a groupstudy.lt doesa very good
job of communicating
objectivebiblical
valuesand teachingyoungpeoplehow
to makedecisions.A teacheis guideis
available.Highlyrecommended!-D.B.

This series of daily devotionalshas
been written by a fcrmer Pastorand
currentprofessorof Old Testamentand
Hebrew at the Golden Gate Baptist
TheologicalSeminary.The vtorkfocuses
on a variety of contemporarythemes
designedto helpthe believerdevelop,
maintain,and enrichhis devotionallife
with God. lt explores the riches of
God's Word in some unfamiliarpassages of the Old Testamentand would
FUNDAMENTAIIST JOURNAI

be useful to ministers, Bible study
groupleaders,and every born-again
Christian.
-S.S.
The God Makers
by Ed DedeerandDaveHunt,Harvest
House,1984, 292pp., $6.95.
Althoughpoorly organized,this is
an important treatment of the true
beliefsof Mormonism.The authors
concentrateon the central doctrine
thathumanbeingsbecomegods-and
the paganismthat results.Specialattentionis paid to history and actual
socialconditionsin Utah and among
Mormonsin general.Well-documented
and very valuableresource! -D.8.
God Did lt, But How?
by RobertFischer,Zondervan,1981,
113pp.,
$4.95.
You may not agree with all of the

particulars,but this is an excellent,
short, easily understoodexamination
of the relationof scienceto the Bible.
As far as the general conclusionit
delineates,you will not find anything
better. The chapter on miracles is
-D.8.
especiallyvaluable.

"The Right Job,
there'snothinglikeitf"
'When
)4cu'reconfldentthat )r'ou'reworking
where God wantsyou.)ou've got the rightjob.
Intercristohelpedfind the rightjob for me
in a Christlanorganization.I highlyrecommend
lntercristoto others:'
ContactIntercristofor work oooortunitiesin
Christianorganizations.
Careetshort-termand
summerpositionsfor professionals,
tradespeople
and studentsareavailablein the u.5.and o\€rseas.

The Life and Words of Jesus
compiledby Pat Alexander
Harperand Row, 1982,
94PP.,$10.95.

Call Toll-Free l800l 426-1342
AK. Hl, WA or Canada1206f546-7330
Or return the coupon below.

Manyof the best knownand most
lovedpassagesfrom the Gospels(Good
News Bible)are gatheredtogetherin
this bookandillustrated
withstunning
photographstakenin the Holy Land. I
The book beginsin the hillsof Nazareth
with Mary'ssong, 'The Magnificat,"
and
endson LakeTiberiaswithChrist'sap- I
pearanceto His disciplesfollowingHis
Resurrection.
Beautifully
done!
_J.8.
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by Harold L. Vlillmington

ow can you be so sure
the Bible is really the
\7ord of God?" How
often has this question been directedto
Christians by the unsaved?We could
point to many proofs,of course,including the historical, scientific, and prophetical accuracyof the Vord of God,
or its amazingunity, and so forth. But
the greatestsingle proof is the wonderful power of the Bible to changecorrupt
humanity!
A socialistonce stood on a soapbox
in New York and, pointing to an old
raggedman, proudly announced,"Socialism will put a new suit of clotheson that
old man therel'
As he stepped down, a Christian
mounted the box and proclaimed,"The
Bible will put a new man in that old suit
of clothes there."
An atheis once sneerir€ly askeda new
convert, "Do you believe Jesusacrually
turned water into wine?" The convert
answered:"Yes. I believeHe did! But let
me tell you something. For yearsI was
a hopeless drunkard. All my money
went for booze. But then God's Word
gripped my soul, and I'm here to saythat
Jesusperformed an even greatermiracle,
for He turned wine into milk for my
children!"

:

The Greatest
Proof of Atl
Probablv there is no more sensational
example of the life-transformingpower
of the Bible than the unbelievablestory
of Mutiny on the Bounty. In 1887 the
Bounty,under Captain Bligh, set sail for
the island of Tahiti in the South Seas.
After a voyageof 10 months, the ship
arrived at her destination;a further six
months were spent collectingpalm saplings. The sailorsmeanwhilehad become
so attached to the native girls, that upon
receivingthe order to embark, mutinied,
set the Captain and a few men adrift in
an open boat, and returned to the
island. Captain Bligh, however, survived his ordeal and eventually arrived
home in England.
A punitive expedition was sent out,
which captured14 of the mutineers.But
9 of them had transferred to another
island, where they formed a new colony.
Here, in the languageof the Encyclopedia Britannica, they degeneratedso
fast and becameso fierceasto make the
life of the colony a hell on earth. The
chief reasonfor this was the distillation
of whiskey from a native plant. Quarrels,
orgies, and murders were a common
feature of their life.
Finally all the men except one were

killed or had died off. Alexander Smith
was left alone with a crowd of native
women and half-breed children. Then a
strange thing happened. In a battered
chest, he found a Bible. He read it,
believed it, and began to live it. Determining to make amendsfor his past evil
life, he gatheredthe women and children
around him and taught them too. Time
rolled on. The children grew up and
becameChristians.The community prospered exceedingly.
Nearly 20 years later an American
ship visitedthe island and brought back
to Europe and England word of its
peacefulstate. The British government
took no further action. There was no
need. The island was a Christian community. There was no disease,no insanity, no crime, no illiteracy, and no strong
drink. Life and property were safe,and
the moral standardsof the people were
ashigh as anywherein the world. lt was
a veritable Utopia on a small scale.What
had brought about this astounding
transformation? Just the reading of a
book, and that book was the Bible. !
Adapted 6om Tha Ma Boipt lrm
Thomas Nelson Publishers.

Ctutd SFw, H. L. Willmington.
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News

Highlights
CIVAGonfercnce
Traditional Values
\YASHINGTON-More than 2.000
politically activeand religiouslyconservative women met at the ShorehamHotel,
in \Tashington, DC., in September to
learn how to "stand up for what's right
in Americal'
Kicking off its first national conference,Concerned Womenfor America-a
440,0@memberorganization-gavewomen
instruction in establishingprayer chains,
lobbying public officials,protecting human
life and religious freedoms, defending
public morals,and using their God-given
"uniqueness" to promote the JudeoChristian ethic.
Hosted by Beverly LaHaye, president
of C\fA, conferencespeakersstressedthe
need for women to pray for the leaders
of the nation.
"!(/e are the encouragers,we are the
inspirers,we are the moti'mtorsl'said Mary
Crowley, a C\fA national advisory board
member and presidentof Home Interiors
in Gxas.
who addressedthe conference.
'Women
camefrom acrossthe United
States,including Hawaii and Alaska, to
attend the three-day conference.
Formed five years ago, C\ilA is headquartered in San Diego and has four objectives: inform women about the nation's
eroding Judeo-Christian valuesand moral
standards;exposethose individuals and
movements working to weaken the
American family; organize women into
prayer chapters;and lobby public officials.
C\fA is proJife and it supports a
strong defense,the freeenterprisesystem,
religious freedom in the public schools,
and laws that protect the "God-given
right of parents to direct the upbringing
of their childrenl'
The organization opposesgovernment
intervention in church-operated minis.
tries, the Equal Rights Amendment, comparable worth legislation, and special
rights for homosexuals.And CWA "deplores"both the pornography industry and
the "deteriorating" condition of the entertainment industry.
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Barbara Gibbons, a Maryland state
lobbyist and former feminist leader,told
participants to be informed about the
issues,communicatethem well to others,
develop local "prayer action chaptersl'
write letters and make telephonecallsto
public officials.
Participantsheard from a number of
guestlecturerswho spokeon issuesranging from PresidentReagarlscommitment
to women'sissues,to the threat of Soviet
expansionism.

"Trre

orethings

womenbring and
contributeto societl
thot men connot

duplicate,"
Ambassador Faith \Uhittlesey,director
of the office of public liaison at the \White
House, said President Reagandoes not
promote people becauseof their gender,
but becauseof their professionalskill-a
practicethat has opened the door to highlevel federal positions for 1,700women.
John l.erucouski, director of European
and Soviet affairs for the White House.
spokeabout that "nrranry/ SayingAmerica
no longer teaches children about the
threat of Communist expansionism,he
said, "'We are more ignorant about this
subject than any other agei'
Sam Blumenfeld, an author and educator, spokeabout the National Education
Association,the nation's largestteachers'
organization,and its efforts to gain social
control over the minds of children in the
area of atheism, Humanism, evoludon,
gun control, abortion, and socialism,to
name but a few. Blumenfeld said the NEA
wants to remove God from public life

because a belief in God also entails a
belief in certain inalienable rights. And
many of theseinalienablerights-such as
a right to life for the unborn-interfere
with the socialistic efforts of the NEA.
Later, Jane Chastain, a national advisory board member,presentedthe premiereshowingof a pro-lifefilm, uConceived
in Liberryi'produced by American Portrait
Films.
Dee Jepsen, wife of Senator Roger
Jepsen(Rldaho) and formerly a special
assistantin the office of public liaison at
the White House, said, "There are things
women bring and contribute to society
that men cannot duplicate. Among them
are compassion,a caring heart, and an
ability to heal relationships."
"Men seemto have to do things with
a lot of huff and puffj' she said. "The
feminists seemto think men do the important work. But the important work is
being done in the home. \7e shapelives
there and sendthem out into the worldl'
Illustrating, Jepsen said, "Mrs. Nellie
Reagan(mother ofRonald Reagan)shaped
a Presidentof the United Stateswho is
now implementing public policy that is
shaping America. T}lk about power."
The conferencealso featuredmothers
and fathers whom CVA is legally defending as they take a stand for religious
liberties: Suzanne Clark, a Gnnessee
housewife sued for $100,000by the National Education Association for writing
a letter-to-the-editor criticizing the organization.JamesGlenn, a louisvillg Nebraska,
father who spent 193days in jail for refusing to testifu about sending his child to
an unapproved church-related school.
Also Carolyn Grove, a Mead, \ilashington, mother who lost a lawsuit when
she tried to prevent public school officials
from requiring her daughter to read The
Leaming?ee, which, among other "blasphemiesj'refersto JesusChrist as a "poor
white-trash Godl'
-Martin

Mawyer
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InterVqrsity Press Bows
to Pressurq Withdrcrurs
Abortion Book
MADISON, \fis. (RNS)-Bowing to
pressurefrom anti-abortion forces,InterVarsity Press, a major publisher of
Evangelical books, has withdrawn from
salea book on biomedicalethics whose
author contends that therapeutic abortion may sometimesbe "the least tragic
of a number of tragic options."
A spokesmanfor the press'ssponsoring organizationsaid the volume of angry
responsesto the book may signal that
abortion is no longer a debatableissuein
the Evangelical community.
JamesMcleish, presidentand chief executive officer of InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship,in Madison, Wisconsin,made
the decision to removeBraveNew People
from InterVarsity's list-the first time
in the organization's431ear history that
one of its publications has been
withdrawn.
"l am withdrawing the book because it has caused confusionl' said
Mr. Mcl-eish in a letter sent to persons
who had written in to complain. Noting
that the book was"being perceivedby the
Christian public" as supporting abortion,
he said he took the action "rather than
detract from the campus ministry of
reaching students for Jesus Christ to
which InterVarsity is calledl'
InterVarsity Pressin Downers Grove,
Illinois, the fellowship'sbook-publishing
division, issuedthe book jointly with the
publishing arm of the movement'sBritish
branch in L.eicester,
England. The book
will continue to be sold in Britain.
lronically, protestsagainstthe book in
England have come from Liberals who
thought the author's views were too
strongly anti-abortion.
The book's author is D. Gareth Jones,
a medical biologist who is professor of
anatomy at Otago University in New
Zealand. He is an active Evanselical.
(A

Hustler Sues Jerry Fclwell
tOS ANGELES-Hustler magazinehas
brought suit againstJerry Falwell, OldTime Gospel Hour, and Moral Majority
for allegedly violating copyright laws
when the Fundamentalistpreacherused
a satireappearingin the magazineto raise
money.
In Hustler'sNovember 1983issue,the
magazine ran a parodic advertisement,
headlined "Jerry Falwell talks about his
first timel'depicting Falwellas a drunkard
whosefirst sexualencounter waswith his
mother.
Falwellrespondedby filing suit against
the pornographic magazineand its owner,
Larry Flint, for libel, invasion of privacy,
and infliction of emotional distress.The
trial is scheduledfor December3 in U.S.
District Court in Lynchburg.
To raise money for the suit, Falwell
briefly displayedthe article during his TV
show and distributed edited versions of
the parody to supporters,with requests
for financial donations.

Documentcrry Film Explores
Abortion Controversy
ANAHEIM. Calif.-A 58-minute documentary film on abortion has been releasedby American Portrait Films.
Titled "Conceivedin Libertyi'the new
film presentsviewpoints on both sidesof
the aborrion questionby someof Americas
most influential figures.
The film opens with an exposeof the
notorious 17,000-fetuses
incident in \7est
Los Angeles,and movesto an analysisof
the U.S. Supreme Court's Roec)s.Wad.e
decision. This section featuresan interview with JusticeHarry Blackmun, who
wrote the Court's majority opinion.
Following this are interviewsconducted
with key personsin the abortion controversy, including Jean Doyle of the Na-

tional Right to Life commiftee; Nanette
Falkenberg of the National Abortion
'Wattleton,
Rights Action lcague; Faye
president of the Planned Parenthood
Federationof America; Congresswoman
Bella Abzug; and Paul and Judy Brown
of the American Life lobbv.
legislative viewpoints are revealedin
interviews with Senators JesseHelms,
Orrin Hatch, Robert Packwood, and
JeremiahDenton; and with Congressmen
Henry Hyde, Henry Vaxman, and Robert
Dornan.
The film shows a proJife sit-in; experimentation on live, aborted human
fetuses;and a first-time-eversonogramof
a suction abortion. described and explained by Dr. Bernard Nathanson, a
New York obstetrician who at one time
ran the nation's largest abortion clinic.
The filrrls interviewer is JaneChastain,
who wasthe first woman sportscaster,and
the first woman in this role to be granted
a network contract. Chastain is also a national officer of Concerned \Uomen for
America.
Further details on "Conceived in
Liberty" may be obtained from American
Portrait Films, 1695'W.CrescentAvenue,
Suite 500, Anaheim, California 92801.

School Ordered to End
School Prcryer
\TOODBURY, NJ.-For 20 years-ever
sincethe landmark SupremeCourt decision banning organized public school
prayer-the Woodbury school district has
permitted students to begin each class
with a moment of silence.
But according to the State Board of
Education, the school district is violating
a recent U.S. District Court order ruling
"that such a policy is unconstitutionall'
said Valter McCarroll. assistantcommissioner of the department's Division of
County and Regional Services.
The education department has asked
FUNDAMENTA IIST JOURNAI
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the school district to stop. But the \foodbury Board of Education has refusedand,
doubling their fists, voted this fall to continue the district's practice of opening
eachclasswith a moment of silence.
The education department has responded,McCarroll said, by asking the
attorney general to request a t'show cause
order" in Gloucester County Superior
court. lf the court grants the order, the
Woodbury Board of Education will have
to show why it should not ceaseits moment of silence.
NewJerseyhad passedits own moment
of silencelaw in December 1982.But U.S.
Disnict JudgeDickinson Debevoiseruled
the law unconstitutional in October 1983.

and a state District Court judge ruled the
raid illegal and ordered all but eight cases
dismissed.But the state appealedits case,
relying heavily on sworn testimony from
defector Roland Church, who said his
daughter was beaten by a church elder,
'Wiseman,
Charles
for seven hours and
was left with 89 welts on her body.
The national media quickly picked up
on Churchs testimony, and newspapers

and televisionnewscastsacrossthe country
were reporting about the "routine" and
prolonged beatings at the commune. The
state ended its pursuit of the religios commune when Mr. Church tefusedto appear
at \Uiseman's trial because, he said, he
fabricated the stories. Sitting shoulder-toshoulder with Wiseman at a pressconference, Church said he lied to justifu his
defection.

qs Bible Sundcry
In his messagefor National Bible
Week,President Reagansaid, "The meaningof the Bible must be known and understood if it is to make a difference in our
lives.The rewardsof such effort will help
preserveour heritage offreedom and signalthe messageof liberty to people in all
lands."
In lcepr"g with the Presidends
thoughts,
American churches will celebrate Bible
Sunday on November 18, marking the
70thyear ofunbroken observance.Bible
Sundaywasbegun by the American Bible
Society,which was founded in 1816and
is now at work in 180 lands. This year
the organization expects to distribute
its four-billionth copy of Scripture.

Vermont Drops Bcrttle
with Relioious Sect
ISLAND POND Vt.-Suffering setback
after setback, Vermont officials have
&opped their child abusecaseagainstthe
Northeast Kingdom Community Church
nere.
Last June more than 90 statetroopers
raidedthe homes of this reclusive church
commune and took custody of 112children. Though church offtcials admit to
physicallydisciplining children, they say
it is done by the guidance and love of
God.
The state defended its raid, however,
saying a sworn affidavit from a religious
defector,and complaints ftom local townspeople,indicated the commune had physically abused the children.
The state lacked any substantive evidence,outside these allegations, however,
NO\GMBER1984
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Medicine
for the
Aiting Ghurch
he nurse appearedin the doorway to the physician's
office,energeticallywaving her arms to get Eric's attention before he drove off. She had gotten two lab reports
mixed up while Eric was in for his examination. The 'bff the
charts" blood sugar level she had reported to him just minutes
earlier belongedto Mrs. D.; his blood sugarlevelwaswell within
normal limits. When she gave him the new figure his feelings
of anxiety gave way to a senseof relief.
Sometimeswe can be led to assumethe worst and, like Eric,
discover that all is well. I fear that the reverseis true, howeveq
when we consider the stateof the church in America. A superficial look over many churchesacrossthe nation could give the
impression that all is well. After all, there are some positive
growth trends, and even pockets of renewal. A closer look at
the lives of professingChristians presentsa disturbing picture.
Not too long ago I heard a man describethe church asbankrupt. \ilhat he wasreferring to was a church devoid of dedicated
believers.The man is a former pastor and now spendsmuch
of his time working with churches acrossthe nation. His conclusions arc not speculativebabblings; they are the well.informed
judgments of a perceptiveman who has been on the front lines
of battle. He has seenthe churchesfrom within and is not fooled
by well-dressedpeople who file in and out of weekly worship
services.
I$ilerefer here not to the churchesthat have been torn from
their biblical moorings-they havebeen bankrupt for sometime.
Rather we refer to those churches who claim the Scriptures to
be authoritative, those churcheswhere the \7ord is proclaimed
faithfully week after week. In some of these churches, marital
infidelity has reachedthe sameepidemic proportions as in the
so-calledsecular world. More than 80 percent of the more active members of these churches are doing nothing in the way
of teaching their children from the Scriptures. In these same
churches real intimacy and fellowship with God and fellow
believersis sorely lacking. \7e find many among thesebelievers
who are biblically illiterate and unable to bring faith and practice together in their day-to-day lives.
In spite of the stateof the church, there are reasonsfor hope.
First, we have the promisesof God. Second,we have His Spirit
in us and in our midst. Third, there are signs of life in many

William H. White is an associate
sraff
memberof tfu Ligonier Valley Studl Center.
He is a licensed courcelingpslchologisr ln
part-time priuate practice.

believers,strugglesnotwithstanding, that suggestthat people really
do want to grow and manifest the fruit of the Spirit in their lives.
This is the type of discipleshipthat the church, for the most
part, is not providing. Peoplenot only need to be led, they need
to be led by the hand, step-by-step.They need to be nurtured
in the \ilord in their relationship with the [ord, in marriage,
in family and other relationships,in the managementof finances,
in handling their emotions,and in a host of other areasto which
the Bible speaks.Children need to be taught, really taught, by
their parents.Church membersneed to be discipledone-on-one
by the leadershipofthe church.

N"t too long agoI heord& m&n
describe
the churchas bankrupt,
Too much of our ministry in the churchesis failing to touch
lives. Peopleare slipping through the net of biblical teaching in
our churches becausethe \ilord is not being made personal
through one-on-one ministry. Even when the pastor spends a
significantportion of the sermon on application of biblical principle, we must not assumethat his people will be able to build
the bridge from the pastor'ssermonto their own lives.Men and
women need to be shown how God's teaching applies to their
circumstances.Effectiveministry must be continuous, intensive,
personalized,and in the context of the real situations in which
people live and breathe.
One man is terminally ill. Another is severalhundred thousand dollars in debt. A woman knows all the right answersconcerning the Christian faith, but God seemsfar away. A son
rebels,giving his parentsfits. A boy wrcstleswith physical disability. A man tries to break free of a destructive habit. A couple
finds their marriage is coming apart. Does the church have
anything to say to people like these?I believe it does when its
ministry embodiesbiblical principles that can really make a difference in the lives of God's people.
Reprinted by permission ftom TcElzcall, a publication ofthe Ligonier Valley Study Cenreq Stahlstown,
Pennsvlvania.
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AC/battery powered.
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.....t9.9t
E. RO'2IO9 AC/Battcry Caccette Recordcr wlth
Dual Voltage $elcctor Operates on I20/220V, has
bullt,ln mlke, one4ouch record, tape counter, auto
and detachable AC cord.
pANRO23O9Llst Prlce54.95
.....r1.'!t0
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